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STRONG SILENT TYPE

THE ALPHA SEVENTY IS
POWERFUL & RUGGED
AND CALM AND COLLECTED

The ALPHA SEVENTY won't dominate your shack with sheer bulk and noise, but civilized behavior is just a bonus of its modern design. Above all, the ALPHA SEVENTY is a heavy duty, high performance, uncompromising powerhouse...

- POWERFUL ENOUGH TO LOAF ALONG AT MAXIMUM LEGAL POWER... continuous duty in all modes with lots of reserve.
- RUGGED -- BUILT LIKE A BATTLESHIP MECHANICALLY AND ELECTRICALLY to thrive on hard use... and to tolerate abuse.
- CALM AND COOL -- PREMIUM FEATURES EXCLUSIVE TO THE ALPHA SEVENTY (like the vacuum tuning capacitor, vacuum T/R relays, and commercially-proven vapor phase cooling) make it uniquely quiet and actually cooler-running than much bulkier conventional linear.
- COLLECTED INTO ONE HANDSOME DESK-TOP PACKAGE, here is the ultimate in a truly conservative, legal-limit amplifier... complete even to push button selection of electronic or mechanical full CW break-in.

Write for an illustrated brochure describing the remarkable new ALPHA SEVENTY in detail. Suggested amateur price...$1595 complete.

EHRHORN TECHNOLOGICAL OPERATIONS, INC.
BROOKSVILLE, FLORIDA 33512
IF YOU'VE EVER USED A REPEATER,

If you haven't already received a copy of our NEW 1970 Catalog of Precision Quartz Crystals & Electronics for the Communications Industry, SEND FOR YOUR COPY TODAY!

Somewhere along the line, in virtually every ham repeater in the world, you'll find a couple of Sentry crystals.

Repeater owners and FM "old-timers" don't take chances with frequency—they can't afford to. A lot of repeater users depend on a receiver to be on frequency, rock stable...in the dead of winter or the middle of July. The repeater crowd took a tip from the commercial "pros" a long time ago—and went the Sentry Route.

That's one of the reasons you can depend on your local repeater to be there (precisely there) when you're ready to use it. FM'ers use the repeater output as a frequency standard. And for accuracy, crystals by Sentry are THE standard.

IF YOU WANT THE BEST, SPECIFY SENTRY CRYSTALS.

"Ask the Hams and Pros Who Build Repeaters!"

SENTRY MANUFACTURING COMPANY
Crystal Park, Chickasha, Oklahoma 73018
PHONE: (405) 224-6780
TWX-910-830-6425

december 1970
At last—Drake quality in a VHF FM Transceiver

Marker Luxury

The best of the Japanese, the Marker Luxury VHF FM Transceiver is built for and distributed and backed by the R. L. Drake Co.

- Exceptional receiver
- Backed by R. L. Drake
- Complete package for...

$329.95 Includes transceiver, two channels supplied, mobile mount, microphone, coax cable and antenna.

SPECIFICATIONS

General
- Frequency Coverage: 144-148 MHz
- Number of Channels: 12 Channels, 2 supplied
  - Channel 1: Receive 146.94 MHz, Transmit 146.34 MHz
  - Channel 2: Simplex 146.94 MHz
- Modulation: Frequency Modulation
- Transmitter Control: Push-to-Talk
- Power Drain: AC: Receive 6 Watts, Transmit 50 Watts
  - DC: Receive 0.5 Amps, Transmit 4 Amps
- Power Source: AC: 117 Volts Factory Wired 220/240 Volts 50-60 Hz
  - DC: 13.5 Volts ±10%
- Dimensions: 7½" W x 2¾" H x 10¼" D
- Weight: 8½ lbs
- Standard Accessories: Dynamic Microphone, Antenna, Connector Plug, AC/DC Cord

Transmitter
- RF Output Power: 10 Watts
- Frequency Deviation: 15 KHz maximum
- Frequency Stability: ±.001% or less
- Spurious Radiation: Greater than —80 dB below Carrier
- Frequency Multiplication: 12

Receiver
- Receiver Circuit: Crystal-controlled Double Conversion Superheterodyne
- Intermediate Frequencies: 1st 10.7 MHz, 2nd 455 kHz
- Input Impedance: 50 to 75 Ohms
- Sensitivity: 0.5 µV or less for 20 dB S+N/N ratio
- Spurious Sensitivity: At 40 kHz separation Greater than 80 dB
- Audio Output: Greater than —80 dB 0.5 Watt with 10% or less distortion

See at your distributor, or write for details...

R. L. DRAKE COMPANY
540 RICHARD ST., MIAMISBURG, OHIO 45342
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Regular readers of this page may recall an editorial in the April 1970 issue by Skip Tenney, W1NLB, publisher of *ham radio*. The central theme of Skip’s message concerned the growth of amateur radio and the attitude of hams in contributing to this growth—not only in quantity of numbers, but in quality of technical achievement. Such balanced growth is clearly essential if ham radio is to survive the challenge of the technology explosion in electronics.

One subject Skip touched upon was the novice ham and his problems in becoming established as a permanent member of the amateur radio community. It was mentioned that about 50% of those passing the novice test never get on the air. Carrying this thought a little further, of those who do get on the air perhaps less than 30% develop the skills and knowledge necessary to progress to higher license grades.

There are many reasons, of course, for this poor success ratio. One is plain discouragement. Novices need the help and mature direction from those who have been through the mill. Many novices build or buy equipment but have only a vague idea of how the equipment really operates beyond basic tuning adjustments. Experienced hams, who are sincerely concerned about the development of amateur radio, can help these novices over the rough spots of their transition period. Each novice who does manage to progress to general-class status is a potential contributor to the common cause of ham radio.

Tune across the novice frequencies on any band during the evening hours, and you’ll hear hundreds of novices endlessly calling CQ with negative results. It is any wonder so many become discouraged?

One way the experienced ham can help the situation is to make contact with a few novice stations and offer technical aid if it seems appropriate. Some novices object to general and higher-class hams invading novice territory on the grounds that these bands are already overcrowded. However, it certainly seems logical that any aid given a novice by a more experienced operator would compensate for the additional band occupancy.

One example recently brought to my attention bears this out. An extra-class ham contacted a novice who was having trouble with his antenna, which in turn was causing transmitter loading problems. Actually, the novice solved the problem himself after a few friendly words of advice. All their activity consumed the better part of two hours at 12 wpm. In addition to the technical help, the contact provided some needed code practice for the novice ham, and the extra-class ham obtained some practice in forbearance.

If you’ve become bored with the ordinary ham operating activities, why not tune across the novice frequencies and see what’s happening? A few hours a week exploring the world of the novice and his problems can be rewarding if you enjoy helping people. Who knows? Maybe your efforts might provide the amount of impetus necessary to make the difference between a dropout and a winner.
Here's the exciting new Heath SB-220 2 kW Linear Amplifier. Running maximum legal power on amateur bands between 80 and 10 meters, this compact powerhouse features two rugged EIMAC 3-500Z zero bias triodes in proven grounded grid circuitry. Note the modern desktop styling and the heavy duty components. And note the use of the reliable 3-500Zs. Heath chose EIMAC because these dependable tubes are ideal for heavy-duty operation, around the clock, around the world. And the two tubes have a total plate dissipation rating of 1000 watts.

Heath's choice is your choice. Go EIMAC. Look for the equipment featuring EIMAC power tubes. The 3-500Z is one of EIMAC's family of zero bias power triodes: from 400 watts to 50 kW. Contact your distributor or a Varian/Eimac Field Office for further information. Offices are located in 16 major cities. Ask information for Varian Electron Tube and Device Group. Or write Amateur Services Department, Eimac Division of Varian, San Carlos, Calif. 94070.

EIMAC 3-500Zs are Heath's Choice.
a filter-type

**ssb generator**

This construction project features a basic ssb generator circuit that can be used in hf or vhf exciters.

The state of the art being what it is today, the homebrewer seems to be a vanishing breed. For those who cut their teeth on tubes, solid state is somewhat perplexing. But then, even the ham-equipment manufacturers, with a few exceptions, have been somewhat reluctant to plunge into wholesale change-over from tubes. Single sideband also has popped up to further complicate the homebrewer's life. Though a delight to use, it's another matter when it comes to generating ssb signals. There are still those hardy few who hold that building is half the fun of getting there. For these, here is a 9-MHz selectable-sideband filter-type ssb generator.

**description**

Referring to fig. 1, two stages of audio amplification increase the microphone output to the proper level to drive the balanced modulator. A switchable 9-MHz...
oscillator drives an emitter-follower isolation stage, which in turn provides both drive to the balanced modulator and a variable-level carrier for injection into the output amplifier. An additional audio stage and a rectifier/filter network provide a dc vox voltage.

**audio stages**

A schematic of the complete ssb generator appears in fig. 2. The first audio stage, Q1, is a 3N128. It provides the high input impedance suitable for a ceramic microphone. The rf choke and bypass capacitor in the input help prevent any rf feedback. The first stage provides about 20 dB gain.

The second stage, Q2, provides about 30 dB gain or more and has a low-pass network in its output to restrict the high-frequency audio response. This network has the dual purpose of improving the suppression of the audio components above 3 kHz and eliminating any rf at this point. There is also some low-frequency rolloff below 300 Hz, which is provided by small values of coupling and bypass capacitors in the first stage. This low-frequency rolloff helps suppress the opposite sideband components near the carrier frequency and eliminates the nonessential low-frequency components in the wanted sideband.

The third audio stage provides a low-impedance output to the balanced modulator. This circuit has a pair of diodes connected as a limiter, which allows about 8 dB compression without objectionable distortion. The level at this point is 0.7 Vrms maximum.

An additional output with variable level is provided from Q3 to drive Q4, the vox amplifier. The two diodes and filter network driven by Q4 provide a maximum of about 6 Vdc to drive an external vox-control relay. This voltage can be made positive by reversing the diodes.

**carrier oscillator**

The carrier oscillator, Q5, provides a carrier on either the upper or lower slope of the filter bandpass to produce lower and upper sidebands. The carriers ideally should be at the -6 dB points or lower. The capacitors across the crystals locate the carriers on the skirts.

The emitter-follower stage, Q6, provides isolation between oscillator and balanced modulator. The pot in the emitter of Q6 provides a variable-level carrier for tune-up, cw, and a-m operation. The input coupling network to the follower provides both bias and the proper drive level. If a 1-pF capacitor isn’t available, use a capacitive divider to keep the drive level down.

---

fig. 1. Block diagram of the 9-MHz selectable-sideband ssb generator.
balanced modulator

The balanced modulator is of the two-diode variety, with unbalanced inputs for the audio and rf, and balanced output. The two diodes should be reasonably matched for forward resistance. The rf level should be about 1.5 Vrms into the arm of the balance pot. The ratio of rf to audio should be greater than 2 to 1. Since the limiter in the audio circuitry holds the audio to about 0.6 Vrms, this condition is met. The diodes couple into a balanced bifilar winding (the primary of T1). A bifilar winding is shown in fig. 3.

crystal filter

Crystal-filter design may seem difficult, but I have built two of this type with satisfactory results. The input to the filter is stepped down in impedance by a capacitive divider across the balanced modulator output transformer. The crystals used in filter were ordered in HC6 holders, series resonant, 2 kHz apart. Filter bandwidth is about 2.2 kHz at the 3-dB points. Transformer T2 is not tuned; the core is centered in the bifilar winding. The output of the filter is stepped up in im-
The ssb generator is constructed on .032-inch double-clad board, using transistor sockets and standoff terminals as required. It would be easy to use an etched-circuit board. Having a copper layer on the transistor side of the board provides good shielding and a good ground plane to prevent ground loops. An inch-high shield is installed between the audio and output amplifier stages on one side of the board and the rf circuitry on the other side of the board. Another shield separates the oscillator from the balanced modulator.

The component side of the board faces the front panel of the unit. Short wires are run from the board to the controls on the front panel. The control location and board layout were coordinated to place the controls over the circuits to which they connect. A ground was necessary between the top of the balanced modulator shield and the front panel to prevent rf leakage from the oscillator to the balanced modulator. The oscillator

---

fig. 2. Ssb generator schematic. The circuit includes provisions for af-component conditioning and speech compression. A voltage is also available for an external vox relay.

C1, C2 2 – 20 pF (variable or selected)
CR5, CR6 matched for forward resistance
T1 4 turns bifilar primary, 3 uH secondary*
T2 6 turns bifilar wound on ¼" form
T3 5:1 ratio, 3 uH secondary*
X1 8.9995 MHz (parallel resonant with 32 pF)
X2 9.0015 MHz (parallel resonant with 32 pF)
X3, X5 9.0020 MHz (series resonant)
X4, X6 9.0000 MHz (series resonant)
*3 uH coils are J. W. Miller 40A336CBI
crystal cans are grounded by clips on top of the crystal sockets.

The generator is housed in a 6-1/8 x 3-1/4 x 2-1/2-inch homebrew minibox made from a piece of aluminum siding. The board is held in place by no. 4 screws through brass tabs soldered to the corners of the board. In my application, the box is mounted behind the front panel of a homebrew exciter, with the controls projecting through the panel. The controls are fastened to the front panel of the box with silastic so the controls will stay in place when the nuts are removed.

alignment

The tuned circuit in the oscillator output should be set far enough above the operating frequency to ensure starting and equal outputs with either crystal. The capacitors across the crystals should be adjusted so the carriers fall on the -6 dB points on either side of the crystal filter bandpass. See fig. 4 for carrier placement. The crystals in the oscillator should be a bit low in frequency to operate with the standard 32-pF capacitance in the parallel-resonant mode. Frequencies of 8.999 and 9.001 MHz will do. The lower-frequency crystals may be easily pulled up in frequency by reducing the capacity across them.

When properly aligned, the filter bandpass should be as in fig. 4. Several methods can be used to align the filter. The most desirable method is to inject an fm signal into the filter and display the output on a scope synced to the fm sweep. In the absence of this test equipment, an audio signal can be injected into the rf choke feeding the balanced modulator pot. If the amplifier output is observed on a receiver S meter, the filter bandpass can be plotted as the frequency of the injected audio is swept from 100 Hz to 4 kHz. The filter bandpass char-
acteristic is affected by the tuning of T1 and should be adjusted for equal level of the two peaks. Capacitor C1 can then be adjusted by setting it for minimum capacitance, watching the level on the s-meter, and increasing C1 until about 6 dB (or one S unit) decrease is noted. Capacitor C2 is set to maximum capacity, then backed out for the same results as with C1.

(together with a crystal oscillator), and this mixer drives a second mixer together with a 5.0 to 5.5-MHz vfo for 80 - 10 meter output. The first mixer can be omitted, and output can be obtained on 80 and 20 meters only (9 MHz plus or minus the vfo frequency). For 6-meter operation, a vxo could be multiplied to 41 MHz and mixed with the 9-MHz ssb signal to obtain 50-MHz output.

Another view of the ssb generator. Shielding between compartments is important to eliminate crosstalk between rf and audio stages.

The balance pot should null the carrier to -35 or -40 dB. The additional -6 dB from the filter will make the carrier rejection a minimum of -40 dB. If this can't be achieved, the carrier may be leaking around the balanced modulator, or a small balance capacitor may be needed on one side of the balance pot.

applications

Numerous combinations can be used for vhf or hf ssb transmitters. In my transmitter the generator drives a mixer

The bandwidth of the ssb filter may be a bit narrow for some voices, but it can be easily increased by using 2.5 or 3.0 kHz spacing on the filter crystals. I've had no complaints about the intelligibility, and I am able to compete for the dx with those who use exciters with similar power levels.

Why not try a little construction? There's nothing to compare with the satisfaction gained in creating something worthwhile.

ham radio
Man-made interference can raise havoc with radio communications.

Here's how to locate and cure troublesome noise sources.

As the number of sunspots goes down, and solar activity declines, more and more amateurs will be emigrating from 10 and 15 meters and lining up for clear spots on 80 and 40. This year there should still be a few good openings on the upper h-f bands, but good DX propagation during the evening hours will probably be limited to 80 and 40, and occasionally, 20 meters.

If you haven’t had your receiver tuned up on 80 or 40 recently, you’ve probably forgotten the man-made interference you run into on our lower bands — hash from 15 kHz horizontal oscillators in local television sets, noise from vacuum cleaners, washing machines, refrigerators and other electric-motor appliances, as well as interference from furnace ignitors, fluorescent lights, and thermostats.

If you live in the country the problem is not as severe as in the city, but the ambient noise level on a cold winter night can still cover up a weak signal on the low end of 80. If you live in the city, you’re apt to turn on the receiver, scan the band, note the S8 noise level, and opt for a quiet evening of television.

Unfortunately, most of the man-made noise that interferes with amateur communications must be cured at the source. If you put a brute-force line filter (see fig. 1) in the ac power line to your receiver, install a noise blanker, and make sure everything is well grounded you’ve taken steps in the right direction, but you can still look forward to a few quiet evenings in front of the one-eyed monster; noise blankers simply aren’t effective against all
forms of noise, and some of the noise is picked up by the antenna, not the line cord.

tracking the noise

The first problem is to find the source. After you find the culprit you can take the necessary steps to suppress the noise. If you have a mobile setup, you can cruise around the neighborhood looking for the area where the noise is the loudest. However, this approach works best in the country where the houses aren’t too close together. If the noise source comes from a densely populated residential area or a high-rise apartment building, your mobile receiver isn’t portable enough to track down the source.

The best bet for tracking down noise is a small lightweight battery-powered receiver that is easily carried about. The late Davco DR-30 is ideal, but not too many of us are lucky enough to have one in the shack. A simple direct-conversion receiver such as the one described by K1BQT is perfectly suitable, as are any number of other simple receivers. The other alternative is to build an inexpensive receiver expressly for the purpose of locating troublesome noise sources. An excellent low-cost unit that tunes from the broadcast band to 225 MHz was described by W1CER in QST.

finding the source

Tune your noise-seeking receiver to the highest frequency where you can hear the interference, back down on the gain until you can just hear the noise, and start driving. If the noise drops out, turn around and go in the opposite direction. The noise level will build up as you approach the source. Back off on the rf gain and keep driving until the noise disappears again. Turn around then go back, carefully checking the noise level. After two or three tries you should be able to pinpoint the source within two or three houses. Now get out of the car and walk up and down the street until you can determine which house is creating the interference.

Once you have located the noise source, you can’t go any further until you talk to the householder and get his aid in tracking down the exact source. Be diplomatic. Don’t accuse him of interfering with your receiver; ask him if he is having interference to his television or a-m broadcast set. If the noise source is in his house the interference will be more severe and he will probably ask you where it’s coming from.

Turn up the gain on your receiver so he can hear the interference and show him that it’s the same on his tv set or broadcast receiver. Then explain that you’ll have to go through a process of elimination to locate the problem. Ask him to turn off his circuit breakers one at a time to make sure his house is not the source. If the noise disappears with the click of one of the circuit breakers, check out all the appliances in that circuit until you find the offending device. Then ask him to have it corrected — there are filters on the market for practically every type of electrical noisemaker.

On the other hand, if the interference isn’t coming from his house, you have more detective work to do. When you have found the source and had it corrected, let him know the problem has been found, and thank him for his assistance. He’ll be grateful for your help in getting rid of the interference and will probably tell his neighbors — score one for amateur radio.
For more information on identifying and tracking down radio interference, read the excellent articles by WA6FQG.3

**tv sync interference**

One of the more troublesome sources of radio interference is the 15,750 Hz horizontal sweep oscillator found in every television set. The fast rise time of the output waveshape results in harmonics that can often be heard on the 28-MHz band. The FCC has radiation-suppression requirements for new sets, but these can still cause interference on 80 and 160 meters. Older sets have no suppression and have been known to cause interference as high as 28 MHz! Tv sync interference is easily identified because it takes the form of rather unstable ac-modulated signals spaced at intervals of 15.75 kHz.

Tv sync interference is usually radiated by the line cord, the antenna feedline or the sweep circuit wiring. In many cases it can be cured by installing a highpass filter at the antenna terminals and bypassing each side of the ac line where it enters the tv chassis with .01 µF disc capacitors.

If these two steps don’t stop the interference, cut a piece of 300-ohm twinlead 25 inches long and strip 1 ½ inches of insulation from each end as shown in fig. 2. Twist the leads of one end together and connect a .01 capacitor from the twisted leads to chassis ground. Connect the other leads to the antenna terminals of the television set. This shorted stub presents a high impedance across the antenna terminals at the television frequencies, so it doesn’t degrade the performance of the set, but at the 15.75 kHz sweep-oscillator frequency it looks like a dead short to ground.

![fig. 2. Shorted 300-ohm stub across antenna terminals prevents radiation of tv sync pulses.](image)

![fig. 3. Methods for installing filter capacitors across noisy electric motors. Capacitors may be from .002 to 2 µF, see text.](image)

Tv sync interference is sometimes radiated by the wires that run to the base of the picture tube. This can be cured by wrapping the wires with aluminum foil and grounding the foil to the tv chassis. (Don’t wrap the high-voltage lead going to the side of the tube.)
Severe cases may require shielding the B+ wiring and additional bypassing in the sweep-oscillator stage, or lining the inside of the cabinet with screening, but at this point it would probably be worthwhile to consider a newer television set.

![Diagram](image)

fig. 4. When the simple filter circuits shown in fig. 3 don't suppress the noise sufficiently, .01 \( \mu F \) Sprague H bypass capacitors should be added in each side of the line.

electric-motor interference

Most of the newer motor-powered appliances have built-in noise suppression devices but many older units do not. Series or universal motors are usually used in small household appliances such as electric razors, vacuum cleaners and food mixers. Induction motors are used in larger equipment: refrigerators, washing machines, ventilating fans, etc. Induction motors with split-phase starting have no commutators and are not noise makers unless they are exceptionally dirty. However, many motors use a commutator for starting only, so radio interference is only caused for a few seconds.

To eliminate radio noise from a commutator-type motor, have the commutator turned down on a lathe, re-seat the brushes, install a well-grounded filter as close to the motor as possible, and keep the commutator scrupulously clean. However, it's usually difficult to keep commutators in series motors in good condition because of their small size, so some sparking will inevitably result.

The most effective radio-interference filter is a large capacitor installed as close as possible to the noise source. Capacitors may be used in any of the ways shown in fig. 3 — values will vary from 0.002 to 2 \( \mu F \). For portable appliances the filter capacitors are limited in size by the requirement that possible current to ground through the capacitor may not exceed 0.3 mA. This protects the user from appreciable electrical shocks. The capacitors used in fig. 3C, for example, should not be larger than 0.005 \( \mu F \): those used in fig. 3D should not exceed 0.01 \( \mu F \).

In fixed installations which are permanently grounded the capacitors can be much larger, with a value of 2 \( \mu F \) as the practical upper limit. An excellent capacitor for this purpose is the 2-\( \mu F \) mylar capacitor sold by J.W. Miller. This capacitor, the Miller type 7804, is rated at 220 volts ac/dc and is designed to withstand transient surges up to 1000 volts.

If the simple capacitor filters shown in fig. 3 do not reduce radio interference to an acceptable level, add a 0.01 \( \mu F \) Sprague H bypass capacitor in each of the power leads as shown in fig. 4. These coaxially-constructed capacitors are effective radio-interference suppressors up to 150 MHz.

Most cases of motor-generated radio interference can be suppressed with the circuits of figs. 3 or 4 but occasionally you may run into a stubborn machine that requires the added suppression of an LC circuit. The best circuit for this purpose is the one recommended for your receiver (see fig. 1), although there are a number of compact commercial units available. A summary of commercial line filters and their wattage ratings is shown in table 1.

fluorescent-light interference

Fluorescent lights, especially fluorescent desk lamps, are about the worst offenders found in any house. They are difficult to cure because they radiate radio interference through the ac power lines as well as through space. To solve ac line radiation build the circuit of fig. 5 into the base of the lamp and use an effective ground.
Direct radiation at distances closer than about 10 feet from the lamp is practically impossible to eliminate, although an rf shield of $\frac{3}{4}$" mesh screen may be placed across the opening of the reflector hood.

One type of fluorescent fixture that is particularly difficult to cure is the two-bulb lamp that uses pushbutton switches rather than a starter. One suppression method that is effective in these lamps is shown in Fig. 6. Disregard B1, C1 and RFC1 if only one bulb is used: the start switch will be an spst type.

**Other interference**

Although electric motors, tv horizontal oscillators and fluorescent lights are the primary causes of rf interference, other devices can cause problems too—neon signs, diathermy, furnace ignitors and tv boosters—any device that is electric powered is a potential source of interference. Don’t overlook that baby-bottle warmer, electric iron or electric blanket; they all contain a thermostat that generates a small arc each time it closes.

To eliminate interference from neon signs, replace any defective tubes, bond together all the conductive pieces in the field of the sign and check the insulation. High-tension filter chokes are available to eliminate neon-sign hash from the power line. One example is the J. W. Miller model 7875 insulated for 15,000 volts and designed for continuous operation up to 100 mA.

Thermostatic-arc interference is best suppressed with a filter capacitor as close to the contacts as possible. This type of interference is usually not too troublesome unless the contacts are especially dirty.

Rf heating units are another problem area. These units are found in diathermy machines and many industrial heating units. Since these units generate rf they must be licensed by the FCC, and must

### Table 1. Commercial interference filters for installation in the ac line.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>wattage</th>
<th>V</th>
<th>manufacturer</th>
<th>type</th>
<th>model</th>
<th>application</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
<td>115</td>
<td>Miller</td>
<td>LC</td>
<td>7817</td>
<td>electric shavers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>Miller</td>
<td>LC</td>
<td>7812</td>
<td>teletype motors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>80</td>
<td>220</td>
<td>Miller</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>7878</td>
<td>fluorescent lights</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>220</td>
<td>115</td>
<td>Miller</td>
<td>LC</td>
<td>7818</td>
<td>small appliances</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>310</td>
<td>125</td>
<td>CDE</td>
<td>LC</td>
<td>NF10280</td>
<td>small appliances</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>325</td>
<td>125</td>
<td>Aerovox</td>
<td>LC</td>
<td>IN-106</td>
<td>fluorescent lights</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>550</td>
<td>115</td>
<td>Miller</td>
<td>LC</td>
<td>7815</td>
<td>large appliances</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>660</td>
<td>115</td>
<td>Miller</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>7816</td>
<td>household appliances</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>660</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>Aerovox</td>
<td>LC</td>
<td>IN-42</td>
<td>household appliances</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>980</td>
<td>280</td>
<td>CDE</td>
<td>LC</td>
<td>NF10431</td>
<td>household appliances</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1100</td>
<td>220</td>
<td>Miller</td>
<td>LC</td>
<td>7880</td>
<td>uncased, heavy duty</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1150</td>
<td>230</td>
<td>Miller</td>
<td>LC</td>
<td>7814</td>
<td>business machines</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2200</td>
<td>220</td>
<td>Miller</td>
<td>LC</td>
<td>7881</td>
<td>uncased, heavy duty</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>—</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>Aerovox</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>IN-105</td>
<td>fluorescent lights</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>—</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>Aerovox</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>IN-27</td>
<td>small appliances</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>—</td>
<td>15 kV</td>
<td>Miller</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>7875</td>
<td>neon signs</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

![Fig. 5. Circuit for suppressing interference from fluorescent lamps.](image)
meet FCC standards regarding spurious emissions. However, if the unit is tuned incorrectly, or operated improperly, severe rf interference can result. To cure interference, make sure the rf heating unit is grounded and shielded. Check frequency and harmonics; reduce drive to the final amplifier to reduce harmonic output, and if necessary, install traps and filters.

apply graphite-type belt dressing to the belt and bond the machines together and to ground.

One other type of interference that can give you fits is power-line noise — noise generated by arcing at dirty or broken insulators, tree limbs touching the wires or faulty transformers. However, unless you live near the ocean or in an area of heavy air pollution, the in-

fig. 6. Noise from fluorescent desk lamps is particularly hard to cure — this circuit usually does the job.

Oscillating tv boosters are another source of interference, but not on the lower amateur bands. The first step here is to check the neutralization of the oscillating stage, check the dress on the input and output leads and provide more adequate shielding.

Remotely-controlled garage-door openers, if they use a superregenerative receiver, generate a lot of unnecessary rf interference that is best cured by replacing the culprit receiver with a non-radiating type.

Furnace ignitors, such as those used in oil burners, can generate an unbelievable amount of hash that covers the lower amateur bands. Heavy-duty spark-plug suppressors and a line filter will usually quiet them down, but make sure that the burner unit, furnace and blower motor are all bonded together and grounded.

If your interference is emanating from a highly industrialized area, belt static may be part of the problem. To cure this, insulators are usually cleaned by the rain. Crews from the power company try to keep branches trimmed back away from the lines, so that isn’t often a problem, and modern oil-filled power transformers are designed for extremely long service. The result is that modern power distribution systems are not prominent noise makers, although they may act as a huge antenna for other noise sources. When they are found to be responsible for rf interference the power companies are usually helpful in finding and fixing the cause.

references
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Sometimes an important idea goes unnoticed or is not sufficiently developed to gain wide acceptance. Such, I believe, is the case of the radio-frequency bridge. The rf bridge has been marketed for many years by the General Radio Company; however, this precision instrument is probably too expensive for most amateurs. A moderately priced rf bridge, manufactured by Omega-t Systems, has been available for several years. Oliver Swan, W6KZK, described the basic circuit of the rf bridge in an earlier issue of *ham radio*.

Few hams seem to have recognized the advantages of the rf bridge over the simple vswr bridge. The rf bridge, for example, will allow you to optimize your antenna, thus reducing the dependency on a matching network. The rf bridge has other uses as well, some of which I’ll discuss in the following paragraphs.

**the circuit**

The instrument consists basically of a broadband noise generator coupled to a bridge network by a wideband 1:1 balun transformer. By carefully compensating for circuit strays, the bridge upper frequency limit can be extended to 450 MHz.

The circuit of fig. 1 was developed not without some difficulty, mainly in reducing circuit strays and constructing the balun transformer. In its present state of development, this circuit is useful to 220 MHz.

The noise generator uses a zener in an unstable (thus noisy) mode by operating it at low current. It will pay to experiment with the value of R1 for the highest noise level of your zener. When the noise-generator output is amplified by a two-stage broadband amplifier, the instrument is useful from about 1 to 450 MHz; again, the upper frequency limit is determined by how well wiring strays are compensated.

**construction**

Simple construction was used, with parts mounted on a perforated board. Battery power was used for maximum utility. Wiring the bridge circuit is tricky, as might be expected with broadband equipment. If the layout shown is followed, you can expect good results. I feel there may be better layouts, and I’m sure
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Recommended replacement for the common vswr bridge—the radio-frequency bridge and noise generator.

Don Nelson, WB2EGZ, 9 Green Ridge Road, Ashland, New Jersey 08024
that every unit built will be slightly different with regard to compensation for circuit strays.

By far the most difficult part of the construction is the toroidal balun. The resultant transformer, shown in fig. 1 has broadband characteristics that exceed those of the more common trifilar-wound units. Pay strict attention to details!

The bridge section was laid out with regard to uhf performance, keeping wires on one side of the bridge equal to those on the other. Wiring strays are compensated by balancing them with the exact capacitor combination that gives the best null. Because I have found the trimmer adjusts slightly differently on 6 meters and higher, I assume there are a few sneaky rf paths. One suspect component is the large carbon potentiometer. Our sophisticated doubts about the layout are unfounded below 30 MHz, however. (Solid relief for the unsophisticated worryer.)

This gem is self-contained in a Bud CU2103-A Minibox, ready to check an-

calibration and use

In theory, if not in practice, the 100-ohm pot will balance any resistance placed in the "unknown" arm of the bridge. At one end of the scale is zero; at the other is infinity. Fifty ohms is mid-rotation with a linear pot. At 50 MHz and higher, I've found a rotational shift of the 50-ohm (rf) point. This means a special calibration check will be necessary at very high frequencies (vhf). Normally, for the hf range, the dial calibration will hold. The best null is at midrotational scale. Because the null deteriorates at the extremes of rotation, it is not worthwhile to use the instrument beyond a 20-to 300-ohm range.

Calibration is performed using non-inductive resistors of known values placed, then nulled, across the UNK terminal, with a receiver connected to the

fig. 1. Schematic of the rf bridge and noise generator. A. Windings A and B of the balun are no. 26 Formvar twisted 3 turns/inch before wrapping on core. Nine turns of the twisted pair are wound on the core. Winding C is also 9 turns of no. 26 Formvar, continuing the A and B winding direction and connecting A2 to B1.

NOTES:
1. R1 - CHOOSE SUITABLE VALUE FOR BEST NOISE OUTPUT (APPROX 2200 OHMS)
2. TRANSISTORS - 2N2904, 2N3906, OR HEP 56
3. 0.375 OD TOROIDAL FORM, INDANA GENERAL OF 102, CORE MATERIAL G3
REC terminal. Carbon composition resistors are fine if values are known to 5%. Above 100 MHz, deposited carbon resistors are preferable because of their low inductance. The dial plate should be calibrated in the hf range, say 10 MHz. Trim the bridge capacitance for best null with a 50-ohm resistor and correct setting of the pot. Don’t be too surprised if a 50-ohm resistor changes value through the vhf range.

antenna matching

Tuning an antenna with a vswr bridge is a hit or miss proposition, because the vswr bridge confuses resistive and reactive impedances. I don’t mean to imply that accurate tuning is impossible with the vswr bridge; but without a tedious procedure, the lowest vswr will probably occur at a frequency different than that of optimum transmission. The rf bridge technique eliminates the tuning error, and allows an accurate measurement of vswr once the antenna is correctly tuned.

1. First connect the rf bridge directly to the antenna or at an electrical half wavelength away from the antenna. An electrical half wavelength is different from the physical length of the wire. You can determine the electrical half wavelength with this bridge by setting the bridge to zero and placing a short across the end of the transmission line. Now cut small lengths from the line until a null is obtained at

fig. 2. Determining one-half wavelength of transmission line when using the rf bridge for antenna measurements.
the frequency of interest (fig. 2). Using a half wavelength or multiple thereof effectively places the bridge at the antenna, thereby reducing transmission-line errors.

![fig. 2. Arrangement for matching input circuits.](image)

2. Tuning the antenna to a frequency is the next step. You will find its resonant frequency by a null on the receiver. A sharper null will be seen with the bridge adjusted to the impedance of the antenna system. Adjust antenna length until the null occurs at the desired frequency.

3. By adjusting the matching section, tune your antenna to the desired impedance as shown by the rf bridge.

![fig. 3. Arrangement for matching input circuits.](image)

**receiver input matching**

Provided you already have a receiver to act as a null detector, you will find the rf bridge invaluable for determining the optimum tap position for inputs to converters, preamplifiers, and receivers. The procedure is the same as before, except that the UNK terminal is now connected to a receiver input. With the bridge dial preset to the desired impedance, adjust the tap on the antenna coil for best null (fig. 3).

![fig. 4. Connections for checking series-resonant circuits. Network at right is the equivalent circuit of a quartz crystal.](image)

**other uses**

Any series-resonant circuit can be checked with the rf bridge. This, you will recall, is the combination that cannot be dipped easily on a grid-dip oscillator. Place the LC combination across the UNK terminal with the bridge dial set to zero. Tune receiver for null. See fig. 4.

If a resistance is in series with L and C, the bridge will show its value. An interesting example of an R, L, C combination is the quartz crystal. While this bridge has limitations in crystal measurements, it is utilitarian. Set the dial to infinity (minimum noise for open circuit). Tune the receiver for an increase in noise at the resonant frequency of the crystal. Adjust the bridge for null. This value is the resistance of the crystal's RLC arm. In general, the lower this value, the higher will be the activity of the crystal.

The rf bridge takes over where the vswr bridge leaves off. To my embarrassment, the rf bridge singled out several mistakes in my station, as it may in yours. I feel certain that building this bridge will be the most rewarding project the experimenting amateur will undertake this year.

Grateful acknowledgement is made to Mike Ward, WB2YJK, for his efforts in the design of this project.

**references**

2. Omega-t Systems, Inc., 516 W. Belt Line Road, Richardson, Texas 75080.

*Ham Radio*
This article describes avalanche transistors in a simplified manner. Basically, the avalanche circuit is a way to generate very high peak-power pulses from very small transistors. For example, a common 50-mW transistor can easily generate pulses with 100-W peak power. Such pulses not only have high power, but possess extremely fast rise times, which means they can generate harmonics into the lower microwave region.

Avalanche circuits are very simple and are useful in applications that require generation of harmonics, such as in frequency standards and in some types of low-level power generators at high multiplication ratios. When understood by the ham, more and more uses will be found for these circuits.

The “avalanche transistor” is a method of operating most any transistor rather than any special kind of transistor. This mode of operation is so simple as to be disbelieved until you build a circuit and see for yourself what magnificent pulses it will generate. Fig. 1 is a schematic of a typical circuit. Most transistors will work in this circuit, and the rise time of the pulse is comparable to the highest frequency of oscillation for the transistor chosen. For example, a 2N918, 2N706, or the transistors in the μL914 integrated circuit generate harmonics to about 1000 MHz.

**How it works**

The transistor in fig. 1 operates similarly to a zener diode. For many small transistors, the breakdown (zener) voltage from the collector-to-emitter junction is about 70-90 volts. This voltage depends on the base connection, which can have
several configurations, ranging from $V_{CEO}$ (base floating) to $V_{CEV}$ (base reverse biased). The collector-base junction breakdown voltage is shown in the device specification sheet as $V_{CBO}$. This parameter specifies the breakdown voltage with the collector-base junction reverse-biased, and with emitter open-circuited. All of these breakdown-voltage parameters are given at a specific ambient temperature, usually 25°C.

When the transistor base is connected to the emitter, the transistor remains off, and only about 0.5 mA of collector current flows. This low current is due to the zener action and the current-limiting resistor, $R_S$.

When the base voltage increases to more than about 0.5 V above the emitter voltage, avalanche breakdown occurs. The transistor is then virtually a short circuit, and it will pass a high current. The voltage across the collector-base junction collapses in about 1 nsec for many vhf transistors.

charging circuit

When avalanche breakdown occurs, the current flow due to the charged capacitor, $C$, is limited only by the load resistor, $R_L$, and the small internal resistance of the transistor. If $C$ were very large, the transistor would literally explode. Capacitor $C$ is small in value to keep the current flowing just a little longer than its rise time, since nothing is usually gained by keeping the current flowing longer.

Capacitor $C$ charges to the zener voltage at which the transistor operates; and during discharge, the current pulse in $R_L$ is that voltage (70 V for example) divided by $R_L$, or about 1.4 A. The peak-pulse power is 70 V times 1.4 A, or about 100 W. The current flows for about two $R_L C$ time-constant periods. In this example, $R_L$ is 50 ohms and $C$ is 20 pF; so the time constant is about 1 nsec. The pulse across $R_L$ will therefore look somewhat like that shown in fig. 2.

This powerful pulse is about equal to a single half wave of a 250-MHz 100-watt cw transmitter. Due to the high power, harmonics will be heard above 500 MHz.

Avalanche is controlled by a synchronizing signal introduced into the base-to-emitter circuit. Avalanche action occurs each time the input voltage rises above the 0.5-V trip point. Shown in fig. 3 is a typical firing sequence when a sine-wave signal triggers the circuit.

If the input signal were 10 MHz, for example, this circuit using a 2N918 could generate harmonics to 1000 MHz. Zero
beating the 10-MHz source with WWV would yield a signal at 1000 MHz accurate to better than 200 Hz. Not bad for a one-transistor circuit!

**design details**

Reviewing fig. 1, let’s look at the input circuit from base to emitter. A coil was used, and rf was impressed across the coil.

A low-value resistor could have been used. So long as the total resistance in the base circuit is less than a few-hundred ohms, the circuit will remain off until fired by the input signal. Remember that the zener current comes out the base.

If 0.4 mA flows, for example, the total resistance in the base must be low enough so that 0.4 mA won’t cause more than about 0.2-volt drop across the base-emitter junction. More resistance will bias the circuit so that erratic firing will occur from noise or stray pickup. Obviously if you can’t suppress, a bias of 1.5 V from a battery in series with the base resistor will restore stability. The input trigger voltage must overcome the added bias in this case, and a 2-volt trigger will be needed; but immunity from false-firing signals will be greatly enhanced.

If you don’t use good uhf grounding technique, the pulse can feed back into the drive circuits. For example, the pulse can easily cause a 10-20-volt drop across a 1-inch emitter-lead length. That voltage will couple back into the trigger circuit and possibly upset it. A shorter emitter lead is obviously the answer; but if the shortest lead you can get still fouls up, use a diode to block the spike, as is shown in fig. 4. The ground should be within about 1/8 inch of where the lead exits from the transistor can for best results.

**erratic triggering**

If a tricky application causes erratic firing due to pulse pickup, which you
only be large enough to recharge capacitor C between firing times. The recharge time constant is \( R_S C \).

Allow two time-constant periods between firings for peak output. The circuit will fire at much less, however; it will fire even if C doesn’t fully recharge, but reduced pulse amplitude will result, and stability will be a bit more fussy.

![fig. 5. Typical circuit to permit use of low-voltage power supply. Transistor emitter and collector are reversed for this application.](image)

**power dissipation**

Resistor \( R_S \) must be chosen to yield low current to stay within power-dissipation ratings as well as high firing by using a regulated voltage just larger than the zener level, and a low value for \( R_S \) to give high recharge current but low idling current. Power loss during discharge plus idling dissipation must remain within transistor ratings.

If you make C too large the junction can melt during a pulse or after a few pulses. The maximum C value must be found experimentally. More than .001 \( \mu \)F gets risky, but up to .01 \( \mu \)F can be used with some transistors. Expect to melt a few semiconductors when playing with a large C value.

**low-voltage applications**

A common problem with these circuits is the requirement for a high-voltage source. Very high pulse power is obtainable when high voltage is used, but many solid-state circuits use much less powerful pulses. By merely reversing the transistor (inverting it), we can get zener action at low voltage.

![fig. 6. A free-running avalanche oscillator synchronized to a sub-harmonic of the input signal.](image)

**avalanche oscillator**

If resistor \( R_S \) is made adjustable, the circuit in fig. 6 can be made to fire at a submultiple of the input signal, and you’ll have what is known as an avalanche oscillator. Synchronization is a bit tricky, especially if the 12-volt supply isn’t well regulated, but this one-transistor circuit can divide just like flip-flops or neon-bulb RC oscillators.

Because of their narrow width, the pulses generated by these circuits are hard to see on regular oscilloscopes, but usually something will show up on a 4-MHz scope in a darkened room.

**conclusion**

Well, there you have it — brief, but with all the basics. These little gems will allow you to generate everything from a controlled, hefty, 1000-MHz calibration signal to one of the dangdest noise makers going.

Considerable circuitry can be eliminated in some applications. An avalanche circuit on the output of my 5-kHz calibrator produces S-9 signals up to 10 meters. This makes it mighty easy to find my own signal when calibrating.
An interesting and challenging part of amateur radio that deserves more attention is communications using very low-power equipment. This is known as "QRP" operating. The name is derived from the international list of radio Q signals and means, literally, "reduce your power."

A most informative article on this operating mode is by Art Child, W6TYP (reference 1). Among other accomplishments using very low power, Art has made a 354-mile, two-way radio contact using a power input of 354 microwatts. This figures out to be one-million miles per watt. Undoubtedly this record has since been shattered, but it typifies one of the objectives of the QRP Club, which has several thousand members throughout the world.*

One of the problems when working with extremely low power is adjusting the transmitter for maximum output. With power of the order of microwatts, a pick-up loop and flashlight-bulb arrangement just doesn’t have sufficient sensitivity to give a good indication of maximum transmitter performance. A receiver with an S-meter could be used for peaking the output of a micropower transmitter, but many hams don’t have receivers with this refinement.

In QRP work, every bit of available rf energy is important. The slightest misadjustment of the transmitter can mean the difference between success and failure in making a contact. This article describes a simple indicating device that will aid the QRP enthusiast in adjusting the transmitter for maximum output. Also included is a schematic of a typical QRP transmitter for those who might wish to try their luck in the gnat-power regime.

*The QRP Club recording secretary is F. Behrman, K7LNS, 3425 S. E. King Road, Milwaukie, Oregon.
field-strength indicator

The circuit of fig. 1 is simplicity itself. The arrangement to the left of the transistor is nothing more than a wideband diode detector and an r-f-pick-up wire. This circuit has appeared in various forms in many amateur publications. The transistor circuit improves things by allowing a milliammeter, rather than a more expensive microammeter, to be used as an indicating device. The transistor operates as a current amplifier. With an input of 100 microamps applied to the emitter, a range of 0-100 microamps (approximately) can be measured with a 0-1 dc milliammeter. The circuit could be made more sophisticated to improve measurement accuracy, but all we're interested in is adjusting a QRP transmitter for full output power. Thus a relative indication is adequate for this purpose.

construction

I built my QRP field-strength indicator on a 2-inch-square piece of perf board, which fits nicely inside a universal meter case. I used an aluminum case, which costs a little more than the steel variety, but the aluminum is nonmagnetic and much easier to work with. The finished unit has many other uses around a ham station. It's a great help when neutralizing rf amplifiers, or for making antenna adjustments. It can also be used as a detector for a-m phone signals.

A short length of vertical wire as a pickup antenna is adequate for use with transmitters of a few milliwatts or so. Sensitivity can be improved by using a 2-turn loop about 2 inches in diameter in place of the vertical antenna. Each pickup antenna (rod and loop) may be soldered to a phono plug for easy substitution. The loop works best when using the unit for neutralization.

Thus the indicating device is really nothing more than an improved version of the loop and flashlight bulb we used for tuning up our tnt oscillators in the olden days. Those who have tried to peak the power output of a QRP rig while trying to discern the barely perceptible glow of a flashlight bulb in a darkened room will appreciate this little gadget.

qrp transmitter

Most serious QRP hams try to build the simplest possible transmitter using a bare minimum of components. Although the oscillator shown in fig. 2 could be simpler, I've found this circuit to be the best compromise between reliability and simplicity. For example, many QRP rigs feed the antenna through a fixed capacitor tapped directly onto the tank coil, thus eliminating the coupling link and its mounting hardware. The direct-feed method, while certainly not the best example of good engineering practice, is okay for some situations. However, it's probably one of the most efficient harmonic radiators one could come up with. It seems improbable that a transmitter running such low power could cause interference to other services, but it can and has happened. In my case this little rig, running about 50 mW input on 21 MHz and using the direct antenna-coupling method, put a healthy 5th harmonic signal into the middle of the fm broadcast band on a neighbor's receiver. The problem was remedied by changing to the inductive-coupling method shown in the drawing.

*Available from Allied Electronics, 100 N. Western Ave., Chicago, Illinois 60680. Stock no. 42F8542; $1.80 each.
This little oscillator was built on a piece of perf board, which was trimmed to press fit inside a small metal box such as throat lozenges come in. The box measures 1 x 2 x 3½ inches and has a hinged lid. I mounted the crystal holder, tuning capacitor, and antenna output jack on the lid. When closed, the box makes a tidy package that fits in a shirt pocket. A coat of aluminum spray lacquer completes the job.

With small-signal transistors now available by the sackful for very little money, you could probably substitute a less-expensive device for the Motorola 2N3323s used in these circuits. However, at 60 cents each I felt that the 2N3323 was more than worth the price. It exhibits good power gain well into the vhf region and works well in both applications shown.

final comments

It seems that there are two camps among QRP operators, the purists and those not so pure (I happen to be one of the latter). The purists strive to limit their equipment to the barest of essentials, including receiver and antenna. While this is a very noble attitude, it requires the patience of a monk and unlimited time for operating. I tried the purist approach for awhile and managed to work one station. This fellow was operating mobile and heard my minibeeper when driving past the house. The QRP rig was loading a bedspring for an antenna. The contact lasted all of three blocks, so I finally gave up and connected the rig to the regular station antenna.

Working stations in the QRP mode under austere conditions is certainly an admirable achievement. If that's your bag - fine. But I've found that a good antenna and selective receiver make QRP operating less nerve wracking and much more fun.
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Once in a decade... a new equipment design to excite the amateur world

HENRY RADIO PROUDLY PRESENTS ITS KENWOOD SOLID STATE RECEIVER AND TRANSMITTER

Never before has there been an amateur receiver and transmitter like the KENWOOD R-599 solid state receiver and T-599 hybrid transmitter. The wait is over — the promise of the transistor has been fulfilled. KENWOOD sets new standards of performance, reliability, flexibility, styling, and value.

THE R-599 RECEIVER: 1.8 to 29.7 MHz (amateur bands) • 0.5 microvolt sensitivity nominal • Dial Readout to 1/2 kilocycle • Special detectors for SSB, AM, and FM • Transceive operation with T-599 • Built-in 100 kc and 25 kc crystal calibrator • Built-in 500 cycle CW filter • Provision for two meter and six meter coverage with optional accessory self-contained converters • Advanced “Space-Age” styling • Adjustable threshold squelch • The price . . . only $298.00

THE T-599 TRANSMITTER: Clear, stable, selectable side-band, AM and CW • 4-way VFO Flexibility plus Receiver Incremental Tuning (RIT) when used with the R-599 • Amplified ALC • Built-in VOX • Full metering, including cathode current, plate voltage, ALC and relative Power Output • Built-in CW Sidetone monitor and semi-automatic break-in CW • Built-in power supply • Maximum TVI protection • Employs only 3 vacuum tubes • The price . . . only $345.00

Order yours today. Become the proud owner of the world’s most technologically advanced amateur Receiver/Exciter combination.

S-599 Speaker: $14.50 • CC-29 2 meter converter: $29.50 • CC-69 6 meter converter: $29.50

Henry Radio

11240 W. Olympic Blvd., Los Angeles, Calif. 90064 213/477-6701
931 N. Euclid, Anaheim, Calif. 92801 714/772-2000
Butler, Missouri 64730 816/779-3127
New York area: John Richardt W2W1Y 201/637-4107
Houston area: Jan Carman W5SBX 713/464-0419
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a synchronous-phase afsk oscillator for RTTY

This circuit meets all requirements for generating the high-quality tone sinusoids necessary when using ssb transceivers in the RTTY mode.

Audio frequency shift oscillators used to encode RTTY signals must operate in conformance with good design practice to avoid adjacent-channel interference. When an afsk oscillator is used with an ssb exciter to transmit carrier-shift fsk on the hf bands, the afsko must generate stable, sinusoidal tones. The ratio of space-tone to mark-tone amplitude must be variable to allow compensation for the combined frequency response of the microphone audio amplifiers and the crystal filter. This capability is required for adjusting the afsko so that the carrier power will be constant for both space and mark transmission. Finally, the most important afsko requirement for minimizing spurious signal generation on hf RTTY is that the transition from one tone to the other be accomplished without a phase discontinuity. The synchronous-phase afsko described here has all the required capabilities for generating the high-quality afsk waveforms required for transmitting carrier-shift fsk using an ssb exciter or transceiver.

The oscillogram of fig. 1 shows the input-output characteristics of the synchronous-phase afsk oscillator. A positive input voltage greater than 0.7 volt constitutes a space command. The
mark tone is generated for an input voltage less than 0.7 volt.

**control circuit logic**

The afsko uses a Signetics SP620A flip-flop IC.* The 620A is a dc-triggered, master-slave flip-flop that can be switched synchronously by using the J and K inputs together with a clock. The rising clock pulse cuts the slave off from the master. As the clock pulse rises still higher, it allows the logic at the J and K inputs to be set into the master. Then when the clock pulse returns to its low level, the state of the master is transferred to that of the slave which, in turn, sets the output levels. Transfer gate and master flip-flop gate thresholds are separated by sufficient voltage to guarantee that input and transfer cannot occur simultaneously.

The flip-flop logic diagram, composed of AND and NOR gates, is shown in fig. 2. Fig. 3 shows the input, clock, and output waveforms for synchronous operation. The inputs can be switched at any time, but the outputs switch to obey the input command only on the trailing edge of a positive clock pulse. The flip-flop functions as an electronic delay line. When a change in the input signal occurs, the new signal is delayed by the flip-flop until the next clock pulse trailing edge, at which time the new signal appears at the Q and Ø output terminals. The delay time

*The SP620A (price $3.50) is available from Comar Corporation in Huntsville, Alabama; Glendale, California; Hamden, Connecticut; Seattle, Washington; and other locations.
is variable and can range from 65 nsec to infinity, depending upon the clock pulse-to-pulse interval.

the afsko circuit

Figs. 4 and 5 are the functional block diagram and schematic of the synchronous-phase afsko. The input signal to conducts for any input voltage greater than 0.7 volt. Q5 is off for any input voltage less than the 0.7-volt threshold. D8 protects Q5 by preventing excessive reverse bias being applied to the Q5 emitter-base junction. D8 also allows the afsko to be driven by a source having an ac-coupled output, since D8 provides a discharge path for the driving-source output capacitor. S1 is a reversing switch that allows the space and mark signals to be inverted; thus the afsko can be used on either lower or upper sideband.

sine-wave oscillator and buffer

The basic sine-wave oscillator\(^1\) consists of the complementary amplifier (Q3 and Q11) and a tuned LC circuit. The tuned circuit, composed of L1 and one of three capacitors (C\(_{SN}\), C\(_{SW}\), or C\(_{M}\)), is switched in parallel with L1 at any given time. Q1 switches the mark-tone capacitor, C\(_{M}\), into and out of the oscillator circuit. S2B selects the desired space-tone capacitor; C\(_{SN}\) for narrow-shift.

the afsko is processed by Q5-Q6, which provide complementary inputs to the flip-flop. Q5 is a threshold detector that

---

fig. 3. Switching characteristics of the SP620A IC. Vertical scale, all traces, 0 to +6 volts, 10 volts/division. Horizontal scale is 1 millisecond/division.

fig. 4. Block diagram of the synchronous-phase afsko.

fig. 5. (right) Synchronous-phase afsko schematic. Capacitors C\(_{SN}\), C\(_{SW}\), C\(_{M}\) must be selected for space and mark tone frequencies. See text.
C_{sn}, C_{sw}, C_{m} select for desired narrow-shift space, wide-shift space, and mark tone frequencies. See fig. 11 and table 1 for capacitance values. Use capacitors having a voltage rating of \( > 20 \text{ v} \).

C_{k} select for the desired CW identification frequency shift

J_{1} - J_{3} type C-11, \( \frac{1}{4} \)-in. phone-jack, or equivalent

L_{1} 88 \text{ mH}

L_{2} 22 \text{ mH}. Use only one winding of an 88-mH toroid

D_{1} 1N753, 6.2 V zener (price $1.05) or equivalent

D_{2} - D_{8} 1N251 (30 Volts PIV. Price 32\$) or equivalent

Q_{1} - Q_{3} 2N4355 (price 55\$) or equivalent

Q_{4} - Q_{14} 2N3568 (price 32\$) or equivalent

SP620A Signetics flip-flop (see Text)
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operation, or \( C_{SW} \) for wide-shift operation. Q2 switches the selected space-tone capacitor in parallel with L1 only during space intervals. Actually, these capacitors are switched to the +6 volt power supply, but C1 provides an ac short circuit from the power supply to the grounded side of L1.

The oscillator drives a buffer stage, Q14, which prevents oscillator loading. The buffer drives a differentiator, Q12. The function of this differentiating circuit is to generate a signal when the output sine wave reaches its positive peak. At this point in time, Q12 is turned off and the inverter, Q13, is turned on, thereby providing a +6-to-0V transition signal to the clock terminal of the flip-flop. This high-to-low transition is the trailing edge of the positive clock pulse.

**Timing**

Fig. 6 shows the time relationship between the output sine wave and the clock pulse. The afsko is allowed to switch frequencies, from mark to space or vice versa, only at the time when the output sine wave reaches its peak; and only if the afsko input signal was changed during the previous period of the output waveform.

The Q and \( \bar{Q} \) flip-flop outputs drive the current amplifiers Q8 and Q7. These current amplifiers provide the high base current required by the capacitor switches, Q1 and Q2. These switching transistors must support the circulating L1-C tank circuit currents.

At any given time, one of the capacitor-switching transistors (Q1 or Q2) will be on, while the other is off. Because the capacitor switching occurs at the positive peaks of the periodic output waveform, the collector-to-emitter voltage on Q1...
and Q2 is always zero or some negative value. Fig. 7 shows how the collector voltages of both Q1 and Q2 vary with respect to time as the afsko is electrically commanded to switch from space to mark and vice versa.

narrow and wide shift

Switch S2A selects one of two balance potentiometers; R22 for narrow shift and R24 for wide-shift operation. The selected balance potentiometer provides a voltage to the voltage-controlling circuit composed of Q4, Q9, and Q10. This circuit controls the voltage that provides power to the sine-wave oscillator, so that the mark-to-space tone amplitude ratio can be varied. When the afsko is used to drive an ssb exciter, this ratio should be adjusted for equal space and mark carrier power. Fig. 8 shows the high-quality afsk modulation waveform generated when the balance control is adjusted properly. Also shown are conditions of unbalance that can be used to compensate for a nonuniform combined frequency response of the microphone amplifiers and the sideband filter. When unbalanced, the output waveform reaches its equilibrium amplitude within 2 ms (less than 10% of the bit time for 60-wpm teletype) after a change in tone frequency. R23 controls the afsko output amplitude, which can be varied from zero to 1 volt p-p. The output waveform is a high-quality sinusoid.

Fig. 9 shows the waveform quality for a mark tone of 1650 Hz and a space tone of 2500 Hz. Vertical scale is 0.5 volt/division; horizontal scale is 0.1 milliseconds/division.
Table 1. Recommended tone frequencies and capacitor values.*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Upper Sideband</th>
<th></th>
<th>Lower Sideband</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mark Tone</td>
<td>2500 Hz</td>
<td></td>
<td>Mark Tone</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Key-Down Tone</td>
<td>2000 Hz</td>
<td></td>
<td>Key-Down Tone</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Space Tones</td>
<td></td>
<td>2330 Hz (narrow shift)</td>
<td>Space Tones</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1650 Hz (wide shift)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C_m</td>
<td>0.045 μF 20V</td>
<td></td>
<td>C_m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C_k</td>
<td>0.036 μF 20V</td>
<td></td>
<td>C_k</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C_sn</td>
<td>0.055 μF 20V</td>
<td></td>
<td>C_sn</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C_sw</td>
<td>0.11 μF 20V</td>
<td></td>
<td>C_sw</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Note: Most capacitors have 20% tolerance, requiring hand selection for best frequency accuracy.

of 2500 Hz. The results of distortion-analyzer measurements made on the output signal from the afsko show a waveform distortion of less than 4% for any tone frequency below 3.5 kHz. The frequency stability is better than 0.2%, including the effects of balance control setting.

The waveforms at various points in the afsko when S1 is in the "normal (Isb)" position and S2 is set for wide-shift operation are shown in Fig. 10.

Fig. 11. Curve for determining capacitance for the three tone frequencies.

Conclusion

The afsko can be operated with either Isb or usb ssb transceivers. The selection of tone frequencies should be made so that, in normal operation, the mark frequency doesn't change when switching from wide to narrow-shift. The three tone frequencies can be independently controlled by selecting the proper values for C_sn, C_sw, and C_m. Fig. 11 can be used to select the proper capacitance value for the three selected tone frequencies. Table 1 gives recommended capacitance values for usb and Isb operation. The recommended capacitor values aren't standard, so parallel combinations of two or more capacitors may be used, including very small capacitors for fine frequency adjustments.

The choice of semiconductors isn't critical, except that silicon transistors and diodes must be used. Bias conditions are designed to make use of the forward voltage drop (0.7 V) across a silicon diode, and capacitor switching must be done with low-leakage silicon transistors. The physical layout of the components isn't critical, and special construction techniques aren't required.
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identifying unknown transistors

Simple methods you can use to classify bargain devices obtained from surplus sources

Surplus transistors are readily and inexpensively available from many sources. However, a large number of these transistors are either unmarked or marked with some undecipherable number. This is especially true of transistors on surplus computer boards.

An attempt to obtain data on these transistors by writing to manufacturers will result in a great deal of frustration, as manufacturers will not usually release specifications on specially marked devices. So if the transistors are to be of any value, the only solution is to identify and grade them. This article describes several such techniques that you can apply in your own workshop. Using simple circuits, you will be able to identify polarity (pnp or npn) and grade the devices into three general categories:

1. Audio (low beta).
2. Audio (high beta).
3. Rf types.

The techniques described here apply only to small-signal transistors and won't work for large-signal or power devices. The culls from the grading process will, in most cases, be of the latter type. These can be saved and used with other techniques for grading.

Circuit applications

For most practical purposes, transistors of the same polarity within a given
group (small-signal devices) can be used interchangeably. These general categories provide a starting point when building transistor circuits. The desired circuit is built, and the category of the required transistor is determined. Graded trans-

sistors of the proper category are then substituted into the circuit until optimum performance is obtained. In most cases, you’ll find that just about all transistors in a given category will work equally well. The exception will be in circuits considered by the designer to the critical.

When the positive lead of the ohmeter is placed on either collector or emitter, the ohmeter should show a low resistance if the transistor is pnp. Now reverse the ohmeter leads; a high resistance should be indicated between base and collector and between base and emitter.

With the ohmeter negative lead on the base, a high resistance should be found between base and both emitter and collector if the transistor is npn. Reversing the leads should produce a low-resistance reading.

pnp or npn?

Transistor polarity must be determined before the devices can be graded into their general categories. To separate them into pnp or npn types, use an ohmeter and refer to the base diagrams in fig. 1. Place the ohmeter negative lead on the base lead of the transistor to be tested (see fig. 2).

It’s always wise to reverse the ohmeter leads during this test to ensure the transistor isn’t shorted. If a low resistance is measured between base and either collector or emitter, with the ohmeter in both normal and reversed positions, the transistor is shorted.

If, when testing a transistor, a low-resistance is found between base and one
lead; and a high resistance is found between the base and the other lead, the transistor is bad or you don’t have the base identified correctly.

determining lead connections

In cases where you’re uncertain of lead connections, the following procedure may be used to determine the proper connections.

Looking at fig. 3, label the three unknown leads so you won’t become confused during the test. Since you have three leads, there is a possibility of three arbitrary pairs. In the example shown, the pairs would be xy, xz, and yz. Select a pair at random, then connect the ohmeter so that the ohmeter reading is lowest. Now, short the third lead to each of the other two leads. If the resistance increases when shorting this lead to one of the others, the unpaired third lead is the transistor base. The lead to which the base is shorted to cause an increase in resistance is the emitter.

With the ohmeter connected as above, shorting the third lead to one of the other two should produce an increase in resistance if the third lead is the base. If not, it will be necessary to repeat the procedure with the other pairs until the right combination is found. This method isn’t foolproof and may not work for some transistors. In such cases the base still can be identified, but you may not be able to identify the emitter and collector.

If, when using the preceding technique, the base can’t be identified; and if you notice a high resistance in both directions for a given pair of leads, then most likely the third lead is the base. This can be checked by assuming this lead is the base and connecting the ohmeter between it and the other two leads to determine if the transistor is pnp or npn. If you can successfully determine transistor polarity, then you have correctly identified the base lead. The collector and emitter can be identified by reversing the two unknown leads during one of the grading tests.

The rough grading of transistors is accomplished using three simple circuits that will separate the transistors into four general categories:

1. Audio transistors with a beta (dc current gain) of less than 120.
2. Audio transistors with a beta of 120 or greater.
3. Transistors usable at radio frequencies.
4. Transistors not gradeable by these methods.

Be sure in all tests to observe proper battery polarity for pnp and npn, or erroneous results will be obtained.

checking transistor beta

The first step in grading transistors is to determine their approximate beta. The circuits of figs. 4 and 5 are used. Connect the circuits together; then place two known transistors, such as the HEP251, into the circuits. Note that transistor sockets must be used.

Connect the battery and either a pair of headphones or a scope, as shown in fig. 5. Adjust R1 until oscillation occurs, indicated by a tone in the headphones or a trace on the scope. Now substitute the transistors to be tested, one at a time,
into the circuit of fig. 4 and note whether oscillation occurs. If such is the case, the transistor has a beta of 120 or more and can be placed in the high-beta category. The twin-tee oscillator in this circuit will not oscillate with transistors having a beta less than 120. If the circuit won’t oscillate, save the transistors for use in the remaining two tests.

identifying emitter and collector

Suppose you were able to identify only the base lead during the polarity tests described earlier. The unknown leads should now be reversed, while keeping the base connection unchanged, until the circuit oscillates. If oscillation still does not occur, then again save the transistor for the remaining two tests and reverse the leads in these tests until results are obtained.

Don’t hesitate to reverse the leads, as it’s unlikely that you’ll zap the transistor. Even if you should burn out an occasional transistor, you’ve lost nothing because an unidentifiable transistor is of no value anyway. Note that in some cases during this test it may be necessary to vary R1 until the circuit oscillates.

The transistors in this category are to be considered as having a high beta and may be used in circuits requiring such a device.

amplification test

Transistors that fail during the high-beta test should be tested to see if they will amplify. To perform this test, set up the circuits in figs. 4 and 5. If possible, use a scope instead of headphones, as additional information can be obtained.

Replace the known transistor in the circuit of fig. 5 with the transistor to be tested, observing the correct battery polarity. Note whether amplification occurs, as indicated by an increase in the tone in the headphones or a change on the scope trace. If amplification occurs, the transistor is good and is in the low-beta category.

oscilloscope clues

When using a scope for these tests, note whether part of the waveform is distorted or clipped. If this is the case, then most likely the transistor is in the large-signal class or in a class that can’t be properly graded by these techniques.

If the scope reveals no amplification whatever, even badly distorted amplification, the transistor is probably bad or is in the category “ungradeable by these methods.” Transistors in this low-beta class can be used for most general applications in which a low-beta device is acceptable.

rf test

Any of the transistors in the previous cases can be given the rf test, regardless of whether they passed or failed any of the earlier tests.

For the rf test, use the circuit shown
in fig. 6. Choose a crystal within the range of your receiver. Choose the constants of C1, L1 to resonate within the appropriate range. Use a 2N706 or equivalent for Q. Note that battery polarity is important for the device chosen.

Adjust C1 until oscillation occurs. Set C1 midrange between the two points where oscillation ceases. If a receiver isn’t available, a grid-dip oscillator set to the diode position can be coupled to L1. I’ve shown circuit constants in fig. 6 for the ranges in which I separate my transistors: up to 30 MHz and up to 50 MHz. By using the proper crystal and circuit constants, transistors can be graded into any desired radio-frequency range.

Once the circuit is oscillating with the 2N706, simply plug in the transistors to be tested, one at a time, and note whether oscillation occurs. If the circuit oscillates, you know the transistor is good up to the frequency of the crystal. It shouldn’t be necessary to reset C1 for different transistors. If no oscillation occurs, the transistor is not an rf type.

power, voltage, and current

It’s very difficult without manufacturers’ specifications to determine power, voltage, and current ratings of unknown transistors. The assumption I make is that all the transistors will operate at 12 volts minimum and will dissipate at least 60 mW. So far, this has been a safe assumption, because by keeping within these ratings I haven’t burned out any devices. As for the current rating, I usually assume that if the device is kept within its power rating, the current rating will take care of itself.

If you need transistors with a higher power rating, and you have several devices of the same type, then by all means try out a sample in your circuit to determine if it gets too warm. I don’t know of any other approach to this problem.

using graded transistors

At this point you may question the logic of separating the transistors into only three groups. The general feeling among most experimenters is that transistors with different numbers can’t be readily interchanged. This is not usually the case. I’ve found from experimentation that, if a circuit calls for a transistor with high beta, in about 90 percent of the cases one of the transistors I’ve graded as

![Image of circuit diagram]

L1 6 turns no. 18, ½" diameter, 3/8" long
Y1 25 to 30 MHz overtone crystal (C1 = two 7-45 pF trimmers in parallel)
50 to 60 MHz overtone crystal (C1 = 3-12 pF trimmer)

fig. 6. Circuit for determining if unknown transistor will work at radio frequencies.

high beta will work well. In the majority of cases, the first transistor I choose from the group will work well.

applications

Once your transistors have been graded into the general categories, they’re ready for use in new projects. When building a new circuit, be sure that transistor sockets are used so substitution can be made easily.

To use your graded transistors, first look at the original transistor in the circuit. From its specifications, determine if the transistor is high beta, low beta, or general rf. Keep in mind we’re talking about small-signal devices — those of less than 150 mW dissipation.

Once the category of the transistor has
been determined, select samples from your graded stock and substitute them into the circuit, one at a time, until optimum performance is obtained. In most cases, the first or second transistor will work.

As an example, suppose your circuit calls for a 2N217, which has a high beta, pnp polarity, and a dissipation of about 150 mW. This fits into our category of high-beta devices, but we previously made the assumption that all our units would dissipate about 60 mW. In this case, choose a transistor that’s duplicated several times in the high-beta category. Substitute one of the high-beta graded units into the circuit and see if it works. If such is the case, leave the transistor in the circuit for five or ten minutes. (Make certain your power supply is fused.) If the device burns out or gets hot quickly, then try another variety.

While this method of determining transistor dissipation may not seem very scientific, I’m at a loss for a better method. I’ve tried to guess transistor dissipation from the case size, but I’ve found that some devices with large cases will dissipate little power, while others with small cases will dissipate quite a bit.

**rf transistors**

The rf test described above is not a complete and thorough test. It will only test whether a transistor will oscillate at a specific frequency or below. In practice, transistors in this class will work well as oscillators, multipliers, and amplifiers in noncritical applications such as transmitters. In receivers, this class of transistor may be too noisy. This criteria may be easily determined by substitution.

**conclusion**

The techniques described in this article are by no means intended for precise determination of transistor parameters. Rather, the techniques are presented so you can classify unidentified devices into several general categories. These categories can then be used as a starting point for building many transistor projects.

**ham radio**
A brief review of the reasons behind nonlinear amplifier operation

Judging by what I hear, and even occasionally by what I read, there seems to be a lack of understanding concerning harmonics and other associated phenomena. Every ham knows the definition of a harmonic; that is, a harmonic is an exact whole-number multiple (2 times, 3 times, etc.) of a given fundamental frequency. Some think, however, that harmonics are a part of the natural order of things and that all signals will have harmonics. Others consider harmonics to be quite unnatural and that their presence is a sure sign of improper design or operation of a circuit. Neither of these assumptions is entirely true, as you will see later on.

harmonic-free signals

There is one, and only one, type of signal completely free of harmonics, and that is the perfect sinusoid or sine wave. A sine wave is the wave shape formed by rotating a loop of wire at a constant speed in a uniform magnetic field. It's called a sine wave, because the instantaneous output voltage is proportional to the sine (a value found in a set of trigonometry tables) of the angle of rotation. The sine wave and how it is derived is shown in fig. 1.

A sine wave can be generated electronically at audio and radio frequencies by specially designed circuits. Just any oscillator circuit won't necessarily produce a sine-wave output, although many will approximate it closely. No matter how you produce it, a signal with a true sine-wave shape will have only one frequency, and harmonics will be non-existent.

distortion produces harmonics

Any variation from a true sine-wave shape causes other frequencies to appear along with the fundamental or lowest frequency. These extra frequencies will be harmonics of the original frequency, and their number and strength is determined by the shape of the wave. You could also say that the shape of the wave is determined by the number, strength, and phase of the harmonics present. The result is the same in either case.
The harmonics of a distorted sine wave are all perfect sine waves. The fundamental frequency is also a perfect sine wave. This fact is rather confusing and hard to grasp at first, but it can be more easily understood if you will realize that the wave shape you see on an oscilloscope is a composite of all the frequencies present in the wave. The instantaneous voltages of the harmonics add to and subtract from the instantaneous voltage of the fundamental sine wave to give the resultant wave shape. See fig. 2.

The total number of harmonics present in a wave can range from one, as in a sine wave with some second- or third-harmonic distortion, to thousands, as in a good square wave.

Many wave shapes also have a dc component. This is caused by the part of the wave on one side of zero being larger than that on the other side. As a general rule, it can be said that only even harmonics will produce a dc component.

mathematical proof

I have made a number of statements without giving proof that any are true. It can be proved mathematically, by means of a Fourier analysis, that a distorted or nonsinusoidal electrical wave is the sum of a fundamental sine wave, a series of sinusoidal harmonics, and a dc or average value. I'll leave this to the mathematicians, and take their word for its truth.

causes of distortion

If you generate a pure sine-wave signal, then feed it through an amplifier to increase its strength, chances are you will no longer have a pure sine wave at the output of the amplifier. This is because no vacuum tube or transistor is a perfectly linear device. That is, the output current doesn't increase and decrease exactly in proportion to an increase or decrease in input voltage or current. Many amplifiers, however, will be very nearly linear over a certain range of input voltages; and by using negative feedback or other special techniques, an extremely good amplifier can be built. I just wish to emphasize that unless care is taken, there will be harmonic frequencies present in the output of an amplifier that were not present at the input.

Distortion in an amplifier isn't always a bad thing, and may be purposely introduced, as in the case of a frequency-multiplier circuit. A frequency multiplier is usually biased so that output current flows during only a small portion of the input cycle. This distorts the output signal greatly and causes the generation of strong harmonics.

All class-C amplifiers produce a great deal of distortion and many harmonics. Class-C amplifiers are used only to amplify cw or fm signals, however, and the tuned-output circuits attenuate the harmonics to a reasonable level.
When more than one signal is present in a nonlinear circuit, the situation becomes more complicated. Not only will harmonics of the signals be present, but the nonlinear amplifier will also act as a mixer, and the sum and difference frequencies of the fundamental and the various harmonics will be present in the output. For example, let's see what would happen if two sine-wave signals were fed into an amplifier where considerable distortion is present. For convenient numbers I'll use 1000 and 1001 kHz as the two frequencies. This would be the equivalent of a two-tone single-sideband suppressed-carrier signal.

The harmonics and the sum frequencies generated by the amplifier would be greatly reduced in strength by the selectivity of the tuned-output circuit. However, some of the difference frequencies would fall within the passband of the tuned circuit. The second harmonic of 1001 kHz (2002 kHz) will mix with the 1000-kHz signal to get an output of 1002 kHz; the second harmonic of 1000 kHz (2000 kHz) will mix with the 1001-kHz signal to get an output of 999 kHz; the third harmonic of 1001 kHz (3003 kHz) will mix with the second harmonic of 1000 kHz (2000 kHz) to get an output of 1003 kHz; the third harmonic of 1000 kHz (3000 kHz) will mix with the second harmonic of 1001 kHz (2002 kHz) to get an output of 998 kHz; and so forth, depending on the amount of distortion in the amplifier and the number of harmonics present.

You can see that although we started out with only two signals, at 1000 and 1001 kHz, we now have six signals; at 998, 999, 1000, 1001, 1002, and 1003 kHz. These extra signals are caused by distorting the wave shapes of the original signals by amplifying them with a nonlinear amplifier. With a properly designed and operated amplifier, these extra signals will be so much weaker than the desired signals that they will be of no consequence.

However, even the best amplifier, when over-driven, badly loaded, or otherwise improperly operated, will put out a great many strong undesired signals. This is why it's important that linear amplifiers be correctly operated, or else they may suddenly become nonlinear amplifiers, and can easily put out spurious signals (known as splatter) covering an entire amateur band.

In conclusion, the sine wave is the only wave form that has no harmonic content, any distortion of a sine wave means that harmonic frequencies are present, and when two or more signals are amplified by a nonlinear amplifier, a great many unwanted signals may appear in the output.
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improved
superregenerative
receiver

The superregenerative receiver is a simple low-cost system often used in portable equipment operating on the amateur vhf and uhf bands. Although this circuit offers high sensitivity, it suffers from poor selectivity, high noise level, oscillator radiation and hangover. Hangover results in blocking that limits sensitivity because the receiver is swamped by its own residual signal.

The high sensitivity of the superregenerative detector is due to the use of an alternating quench voltage, usually between 20 and 300 kHz. The regeneration control is set so the detector goes into oscillation on each positive peak of the quench voltage: on each negative swing the oscillator is cut off.

The superregeneration principle can be applied to any oscillator circuit; a grounded base Hartley circuit is shown in fig. 1. If the bias is gradually increased with the "regeneration" control the circuit will break into oscillation. When the amplitude of oscillations overcomes the base bias voltage on the negative portion of the swing, rectified current through the base-emitter diode charges capacitor C_b, putting a negative bias on the base that runs off the transistor. When C_b has discharged through resistor R_b the circuit begins to oscillate again. Hence, the quenching frequency is determined by the base-bias voltage and the time constant of C_b R_b. In fig. 1 R_b is the effective resistance from base to ground and consists of R_1 in parallel with R_2 and part of R_3.

fig. 1. Simple superregenerative circuit using the grounded-base Hartley circuit.

An analysis of one cycle of quenching is shown in fig. 2. The oscillation is triggered by the incoming signal and builds until it overcomes the bias potential, then is quenched. When there is no input signal, internal circuit noise acts as...
the trigger with a resultant "hiss" in the audio output. Hangover is due to the fly-wheel effect of the tank circuit, and the higher the Q, the more troublesome the hangover.

In a recent article K2ZSQ suggested a simple circuit addition to limit the affects of radiation and hangover. The circuit change consists of adding a germanium diode across the tank circuit as shown in fig. 3. With this diode undesired energy is immediately dissipated after the oscillation burst. This eliminates hangover effects during the remaining period of the burst. Radiation is also lessened because the damping action of the diode lowers amplitude and shortens the duration of radiated pulse.

**practical receiver**

The modified superregenerative receiver shown in fig. 3 has been used on 50 and 144 MHz with similar results. The added diode is not critical, and any germanium point-contact seems to work well. The transistor should be a vhf type for best operation, but this isn't too critical either. I used Japanese types 2SC372 ($f_T = 150$ MHz) and 2SC387 ($f_T = 900$ MHz), but Motorola equivalent types HEP55 and HEP56 will perform as well.

Smoother operation is obtained by tapping the collector down on the final tank coil as shown in fig. 3. Oscillation can also be improved by moving the emitter tap down, but effective damping action requires the emitter to be tapped as high as possible on the coil.

![fig. 3. Practical vhf receiver for 6 and 2 meters using the modified superregenerative circuit.](image)

---

**results**

Since this circuit is basically an oscillator, radiation was decreased very little by the addition of the germanium diode. However, the hangover effect was considerably improved. No noticeable decrease in sensitivity was found.
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- Floor Console or Desk Model.

PLUS these additional features:
- Modern Styling — Keyed to a new decade.
- Tilted RF Deck for Easier Operation — Looks you right in the eye.
- Mechanically Refined — Pride of ownership is part of the package.
- Brushed Aluminum Panel and — Modern Square Meters (Amplifiers can be beautiful).
- Recessed Power Supply Pedestal.

STILL a superb value at . . . $795.00

If you are one of the more than 3000 happy 2K owners, trade up to the new 2K-4. If you are not one of the group now is the time to join. For full information write:

Henry Radio

11240 W. Olympic Blvd., Los Angeles, Calif. 90064
213/477-6701
931 N. Euclid, Anaheim, Calif. 92801
714/772-9200
Butler, Missouri 64730
816/679-3127

Attention: Military and commercial users.

Henry Radio has representatives in different areas of the U.S. to simplify ordering for those living near one. Or you can order direct and we will ship... across the street or around the world. Call or write for specifications and terms.

New York area: John Richardt, W2WIY (201) 637-4107
Houston area: Jan Carman WSSBX (713) 464-0419

The 3K amplifier is now available for continuous duty high power RTTY and extra power SSB operation, $895.00 F.O.B. Los Angeles, Calif.
a flexible voltage-regulated power supply

Putting the Motorola MC1460R regulator IC to work in a useful circuit for the experimenter

The power supply described here was originally designed for a 2-meter fm receiver. However, it can be used for any equipment requiring a regulated low-voltage power supply.

The integrated circuit is a Motorola MC1460R, which can handle up to 20 volts input at 600 mA maximum. For higher voltages, the MC1461R (35 V), or the MC1561R (40 V) can be used. The case is a small diamond shape, which can be mounted in a heat sink.

the circuit

The power supply requires a minimum of parts (fig. 1). Resistors R1, R2 constitute a voltage divider that determines output voltage. With $R_2 = 6.8k$, $R_1$ will be $(2V_o-7)k$ ohms, where $V_o$ is the output voltage. $R_1$ can be fixed or variable. Resistor $R_4$ is the current-limiting resistor, which determines the short-circuit load current. If an external pass transistor is not used, values for $R_4$ may be obtained from fig. 2 for various short-circuit load currents.

Since the IC transistors have high frequency capabilities, there's a chance of oscillation with this device; therefore, some means must be used to suppress this tendency. Networks composed of $R_3$, $C_2$ and $R_5$, $C_4$ form suppressors for input and output respectively.
C1 filter capacitor (value depends on current drawn from supply)  
R1, R2 see text  
T1 12 VAC, .45A (Stancor P-8392)  
fig. 1. Schematic of the regulated supply. If an external pass transistor isn't used, terminals E and C are jumpered. Components outside the dashed line are mounted externally.

construction

Because of the vhf transistors in the IC, care must be used in wiring the circuit. Hand wiring can be used, but it's not recommended unless vhf-type construction techniques are used. This means extremely short leads and vhf grounding methods. A printed-circuit board is the best solution. A PC board can be made from the template shown, or it can be purchased.*

The PC-board layout has a certain amount of built-in flexibility. A small power transformer can be included on the board or the board can be cut on the dashed line if a larger transformer is desired.

Space is provided for four separate rectifier diodes rather than a diode assembly, so junk-box components can be used. The circuit board is arranged so that three

* A G-10 epoxy board, drilled and tinned with staked terminals, is available from RMV Electronics, P.O. Box 283, Wood Dale, Illinois 60191. $3.25 each postpaid.

fig. 3. Full-size PC board template. Board can be cut on dashed line if the transformer is mounted externally.
fig. 2. Curve A is used to determine the value of R4 if a pass transistor isn't used; curve B shows voltage and current when R4 is 6.8 ohms.

different styles of potentiometer can be used for R1. A fixed rather than a variable resistor may be used if desired.

The heat sink can be made from a piece of aluminum with a ½-inch hole to pass the IC leads. Make sure the leads don't touch the heat sink. The size of the heat sink will depend on the power to be dissipated.

Examination of the photo shows a jumper, which should replace R6 if an external pass transistor is not used. The only other external component is the filter capacitor, C1.

reference

**IT'S WHAT'S INSIDE THAT "COUNTS"**

Accuracy and stability has been placed first in the design of the TBL-1 Marker. We feel a marker should be more accurate than the receiver it is going to calibrate — so no compromise has been made with quality.

Fairchild, Motorola, JFD, Jan, Mallory, IRC and Keystone components are used throughout. It costs more, but calibrate with the best. Hundreds have been sold to government, amateurs, SWL's, schools and laboratories around the world.

Try one today.

---

**FREQUENCY MARKER**

Specifications: Glass Epoxy Board. Adjustment to zero beat with WWV. Uses 100 KHz crystal (not supplied). 3 to 4 VDC. Compact — 1.75 x 3.75 inches. Install anywhere!

Complete easy-to-assemble kit $16.50 Wired and Tested $19.95

SWITCH $1.00 CRYSTAL ONLY $3.50

with purchase of any of above

---

**SELF-CONTAINED UNIT**

The TBL Marker is a complete unit including the circuit board shown at left and powered with 3 "C" type flashlight batteries. Merely connect to your receiver antenna — no internal wiring necessary. A front panel control allows zero beat with WWV.

Special introductory price $29.95

Less crystal and batteries POSTPAID U.S.A.

SOLD WITH MONEY BACK GUARANTEE

**THE RADIO SHOP, LAB 1**

48 ELM STREET, NEW CANAAN, CONN. 06840

Tel. 203-966-3553
frequency-sensitive resistors

Deposited-film resistors operating in circuits at hf aren't always to be trusted if precise resistance values are needed.

While at work, I needed a fairly husky precision resistor for a phase-sensitive network in a 100-kW transmitter. When I learned that the resistor order would be delivered in the distant future, I decided to check our stock of deposited-film resistors to see if I could use an acceptable substitute. Much to my surprise, I found that at frequencies as low as 14 MHz most values were completely inadequate.

The resistors were checked on an rf bridge. I found that the "r" component generally tended to run quite low—at least 10% low in a 1% resistor—except that values in the 25k and higher ranges showed violently reversed characteristics. Resistors from some manufacturers were fairly accurate in this frequency range, but many showed bulk resistance effects. For example, a 25k unit would shoot up to 100k or more!

I haven't completely checked out the results of these tests, but it appears that values of about 300 ohms or so tended to be capacitive at these frequencies, which is opposite to what I would have suspected. Units of 200 ohms or less tended to be slightly inductive. So you might bear this in mind the next time you need precision resistors in a frequency-sensitive application.

Bill Wildenhein, W8YFB

fm repeater receiver isolation

If you are interested in obtaining channel isolation in your fm-repeater receiver, the Motrac units made by Motorola are worth considering. These units have a five-cavity front end and are readily available from surplus sources dealing in fm gear.

continuous tuning for fm converters

The Collins 75A-3 and 75A-4 receivers, with their calibrated-tuning capability, can be used with most crystal-controlled converters to provide continuous coverage of the two-meter fm band.

The appropriate converter is one having an output between 26-30 MHz. The 75A-3 receiver will tune this range directly; the 75A-4 will cover most of this range, and an appropriate crystal can be selected to cover the frequency portion desired.

On all later production models of the 75A-3 (and on all 75A-4 receivers) a
broadband i-f output jack is provided, which was originally intended for use with a panadapter. This output can be coupled via 52-ohm coax to the i-f strip of any of the surplus Motorola receivers, most of which use the same 455-kHz i-f.

For early 75A-3 receivers that don’t have the panadapter output, the instruction manual gives complete details for installing the output jack, which is a very simple job.

If you have a 75A receiver, this is an excellent way to become acquainted with the two-meter band and discover which spot frequencies are active. Then you can decide which crystals to purchase for the fixed-tuned equipment you would eventually use. You can’t beat fm for communications reliability and noise-free operation.

### inexpensive WWV converter

![fig. 1. Simple mixer circuit for converting WWV signals to amateur bands.]

Here’s a simple circuit that will convert WWV signals above 5 MHz to amateur bands between 80 and 15 meters. The converter consists of a simple crystal mixer using a single npn transistor (fig. 1).

A variety of crystal frequencies can be used, depending on which WWV signal is desired. See table 1. The exact output frequency may be determined by finding the difference or sum of the desired WWV frequency and the crystal frequency.

No tuned circuits are used, so other signals will be received in addition to WWV. For example, if a 6.5-MHz crystal were used to convert WWV at 10 MHz to 3.5 MHz, all signals on 3.5, 3.0, and 10 MHz would be picked up. However, WWV is usually strong enough to be picked out easily. If necessary, tuned circuits could easily be installed between the antenna and the converter.

WWV transmits much interesting data in addition to time ticks. Schedules and types of information are published in the ARRL handbook.

Doug Pongrance, WA3JBN

### cure for cranky oscillators

In all the Vackar oscillators I’ve built using a Motorola MPF102 fet, I’ve found that the usual circuit (fig. 2) is reluctant to oscillate with low drain voltage. A quick and sure fix is to replace the usual 1k-ohm drain load resistor, R1, with a small rf choke. I found that video peaking coils pulled from an old TV set are adequate. With such a modification, the circuit will oscillate vigorously in the 8-12 V power-supply range.

Bill Wildenhein, W8YFB

### table 1. Crystal frequencies that can be used to convert WWV to the various amateur bands.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>band</th>
<th>10</th>
<th>15</th>
<th>20</th>
<th>25</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>80</td>
<td>6-6.5</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40</td>
<td>2.7-3.0</td>
<td>8-7.70</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>4-4.35</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>6-6.65</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>6-6.45</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>3.55-4.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

fig. 2. Typical Vackar oscillator using the MPF102 fet. Replacing R1 with a small rf choke ensures oscillation with low drain voltage.
fig. 3. Bridge and tuner for random length antennas. Variable capacitors are Hammarlund type MC140. L1 is 8 turns per inch; L2 is 16 turns per inch. Both coils are 1½-inch diameter. L1 is tapped at 2, 2½, 3 and 4 turns; L2 at 8, 13 and 17 turns.

wall-to-wall antenna tuner

Although a well-elevated outdoor antenna is best for radio communications, such an antenna is often impractical or impossible to erect (due, for example, to space restrictions or a grouchy landlord). Fortunately, communications on the ham bands can be effective with only a simple short-wire antenna installed indoors.

I have contacted many stations on the West Coast and in the Midwest using only a horizontal wire strung between two walls. However, the antenna must be properly terminated to be effective. The terminating impedance for most rigs is 50 ohms.

All the equipment needed to terminate the antenna properly is shown in fig. 3. In addition to the rf input and output terminals, the Ameco Model SWB bridge has three leads, which should be connected as shown. The switch selects either forward or reverse power. We want as high a reading as possible in the forward position and as low a reading as possible in the reverse direction. The antenna tuner is adjusted for optimum impedance match between transmitter and antenna.

construction

For convenience, I mounted my bridge in a 4 x 4 x 2-inch aluminum box. The Ameco bridge, which comes with Amphenol SO-329 connectors, is 4½ inches long. It won't fit into a 4-inch-long box, so here's what to do.

Remove the front and rear panels of the box. Then saw one edge of the box so you can spread it apart to accommodate the bridge. Drill holes to allow the Amphenol connectors to protrude. Use a ¼-inch circle cutter.

Mount the bridge on the bottom of the box with screws. Close the box, using a small angle bracket and pk screws to keep it closed tightly.

The 4-inch box also includes the meter (1½-inch square), a miniature toggle switch, and a miniature potentiometer. There's plenty of space for these components if they're mounted on the front panel.

the tuner

The tuner is housed in a metal box, 8 x 3 x 2-3/4 inches. The variable capacitors are Hammarlund type MC140. The inductance consists of two separate coils in series, each 1½ inches in diameter. The coils are mounted side-by-side, about one half inch apart.
SEE Clegg FOR 2 METERS

FOR AM — The 22'er MK II Transceiver
40 watt transmitter, Built-in VFO, Sensitive receiver

FOR FM — The 22'er FM Transceiver
60 watt, 9 channel transmitter, all solid state receiver

FOR SSB/CW — The Comet Transmitter
125 watts PEP, built-in VOX, PWR. SUP., and solid state VFO

FOR EVERYONE — The T/R Booster
Pulls unreadable signals to Q5 level

SEE YOUR DEALER OR WRITE FOR DETAILED INFORMATION

e.t. Clegg associates inc. 7 LITTLE ROAD, EAST HANOVER, N. J. 07936
(201) 887-4940

NEW SECOND EDITION

Well Known as
"THE" Reference on Quads
this Second Edition contains

NEW — revised gain figures for Quads
NEW — Delta Quad, Swiss Quad, Birdcage Quad
NEW — analysis of Quads vs. Yagi — which is best?
NEW — Miniature Quad construction and performance
NEW — Monster Quads (4 and 5 elements) — power gains up to 14!
NEW — charts with correct dimensions (feet and inches) for single band and multiband Quads, 6 thru 80 meters
NEW — improved Tri-Gamma match feeds triband Quad efficiently with one line

PLUS . . . The exhaustive storehouse of information that made the 1st edition so popular.

Still only $3.95 postpaid

Send your order today to

book division
comtec
Box 592 • Amherst, New Hampshire 03031
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tune-up

If you have a 50-ohm dummy load, adjust your rig for optimum output. Position the switch to R, and select a tap on the tuner that gives minimum reading on the meter. Adjust the variable capacitors for a minimum meter indication.

I use this system with an indoor antenna on 15 and 20 meters, my favorite bands. The tuner and bridge will probably match any random-length antenna. I've used the circuit of fig. 3 with a vertical whip, 6 feet high, and with an outdoor long-wire antenna 50 feet long. Results have been very good.

I. Queen, W2OUX

plastic protective material

A self-adhesive plastic sheet product is on the market that is of interest to amateurs. The material I use is called "PLAIN-VU" manufactured by Carr Adhesive Products, Inc., Somerville, Massachusetts.

PLAIN-VU is a clear plastic contact material, which is good for covering homemade dials, panels, I.D. cards, licenses, QSL cards, and the like. It's available in stationery stores in sheets 9 x 11-5/8 inches, two sheets for about a dollar.

Paul White, W6BKX

fm deviation meter

With fm becoming more and more popular, a deviation meter is a nice piece of equipment to have in your station. The method described can be used for most frequencies, and on 2 meters it works fine.

features

The deviation meter allows you to check deviation of on-the-air signals as well as your own. The use of an oscilloscope is ideal, and peak deviation can be monitored.

A two-channel fm receiver is used, with channel A tuned to the desired frequency and channel B tuned either 15 kHz above or below channel A. The setup is shown in fig. 4. Discriminator output is fed to the vertical input of a scope. Internal sweep is used for the horizontal plates.

With no signal, noise will be displayed on the scope. When an unmodulated signal is received, a straight line will appear, possibly with some noise, depending on signal strength.

operation

Switch the receiver to the desired signal.

Adjust vertical centering so that the line appears in the center of the display. Now switch to channel B. The line will swing either up or down. Calibrate the scope vertical gain for a reasonable display.* Switch back to channel A, and modulate the transmitter to be tested. If voice peaks hit the calibration points, the signal is deviating ±15 kHz.

A more elaborate unit could be made using a three-channel receiver, which would allow calibration above and below the received frequency. Two channels should suffice, however, since the signal deviates equally well both ways.

Vern Epp, VE7ABK

*Or use a grease pencil to mark deviation limits on the face of the scope tube. editor.
The SB-3LA Linear Amplifier
- 5 bands: Phone and CW sections, 80-40-20-15-10 meter bands.
- 2 kilowatts, p.e.p. power input on SSB-1KW on CW.
- Drive power needed is approximately 100 watts, easily supplied by SB-35 transceiver.
- 3rd order distortion is down 30db or more.
- Uses 2, Type 3-500Z triodes in grounded grid.
- Adjustable solid-state ALC.
- Input is 52 ohms with built-in fixed tune pi nets for each amateur band.
- Output, 50 ohms. Adjustable pi network.
- Power supply built-in, 115/240VAC, 50-60Hz.
- Built-in relays.
- Size: Approximately 14 1/4"W, 8 1/4"H, 14 1/4"D.
- Weight: Approximately 50 pounds.
See these great ones at your SBE dealer and also write for full line brochure.

The SB-35 Transceiver
- 5 bands: 3.5-4, 7-7.5, 14-14.5, 21-21.5, 28-28.5, 28.5-29, 29-29.5, 29.5-30 MHz.
- 260 watts p.e.p. input.
- Built-in, power supply, 12VDC and 117VAC.
- Selectable SB's: LSB, USB CW w/zero car.shift.
- CW keying-shaped-carrier re-insertion type.
- Offset--no leapfrogging on transceive.
- Double conversion receiver.
- Crystal lattice filter in 2nd I-F with shape factor of 1:1.9!
- 97% all solid state! 30 transistors--8 FET's, low noise hot carrier diodes in balanced mixer.
- Only 2 tubes. Type 8417 hi-fi types matched for low distortion. Not TV sweep types.
- Accessories that fit inside of cabinet w/bottom of cabinet controls include VOX, 25kHz calibrator.
- External VFO accessory.

LINEAR SYSTEMS INC.
220 Airport Boulevard, Watsonville, California, 95076.
a decrease in feedpoint impedance and bandwidth as the angle between the two wires is decreased. Thus, for the same frequency, the length of the dipole (used as an inverted vee) must be increased somewhat.

Has a mistake been made in the calculation of the lengths in the inverted-vee column?

Donald R. Nesbitt, K4BGF
Gainesville, Florida

For each antenna length computed by the computer, I fed formulas that were taken out of the 1968 edition of the ARRL handbook. I did this with the assumption that they were correct and that no research into other books would be necessary. After receiving your letter questioning the correctness of the inverted-vee column I checked back into the handbook with a little more alertness. This is what I found: Quoting the last paragraph on page 350 of the 1968 edition:

“When its ends are near the ground, the length of the wire in an inverted V antenna is slightly shorter than when the dipole is strung in a straight line...”

These are the formulas I fed to the computer:

Inverted vee: \( \text{Length} = \frac{464}{\text{Freq.}} \)

Dipole: \( \text{Length} = \frac{468}{\text{Freq.}} \)

These formulas indicate that the dipole will always be longer.

antenna dimensions

Dear HR:

In the ham notebook section of the June, 1970 issue the antenna dimensions presented by WA9JMY seem to have a discrepancy in the “inverted-vee” column.

It has always been my experience that if I had a dipole of a certain length, resonant at a certain frequency, and then positioned it in the inverted-vee configuration, the resonant frequency increased. Thus, to maintain resonance at the original frequency, I had to increase the length such that the length of the inverted vee at the original frequency was greater than the length of the dipole at the same frequency.

The figures given by WA9JMY do not seem to be in line with my experimental findings. Throughout the chart, the inverted-vee lengths are less than those for a resonant dipole at the same frequency. Realizing that there is a multiplicity of factors involved in antenna work, I took a peek at the ARRL Antenna Book, 11th edition, page 204, and it seems to confirm my results.

“Sloping of the wires results in an increase in the resonant frequency and
A Holiday Special
from

ham radio

What better gift for your amateur friends than a subscription to HAM RADIO

SAVINGS UP TO 50%

With our special Holiday Gift Plan the more you buy the greater your savings.

You save at least $1.00 on any subscription, but you can save as much as $3.00.

ONE YEAR SUBSCRIPTIONS
Anywhere in the world

First Subscription $5.00 Save $1.00
Second Subscription $4.50 Save $1.50
Third Subscription $4.00 Save $2.00
Fourth Subscription $3.50 Save $2.50
Fifth Subscription $3.00 SAVE $3.00

Additional Subscriptions $3.00 each.

Here is an opportunity to whittle your gift list down in a hurry and save a lot of money doing it.

Order Today - Include your own subscription or renewal while you are at it.

Offer expires December 24, 1970.

HAM RADIO MAGAZINE
GREENVILLE, NEW HAMPSHIRE 03048

DONOR — A gift card will be sent shortly before Christmas announcing your gift.

Name .................................................. Call .................................
Address ..........................................................................................
City ................................................................. Zip ...........................

FIRST GIFT at $5.00 for one year.
Name .................................................. Call .................................
Address ..........................................................................................
City ................................................................. Zip ...........................

SECOND GIFT at $4.50 for one year.
Name .................................................. Call .................................
Address ..........................................................................................
City ................................................................. Zip ...........................

THIRD GIFT at $4.00 for one year.
Name .................................................. Call .................................
Address ..........................................................................................
City ................................................................. Zip ...........................

FOURTH GIFT at $3.50 for one year.
Name .................................................. Call .................................
Address ..........................................................................................
City ................................................................. Zip ...........................

FIFTH GIFT at $3.00 for one year.
Name .................................................. Call .................................
Address ..........................................................................................
City ................................................................. Zip ...........................

Additional subscriptions $3.00 each.

Enclosed is
☐ 5.00 for one subscription
☐ 9.50 for two subscriptions
☐ 13.50 for three subscriptions
☐ 17.00 for four subscriptions
☐ 20.00 for five subscriptions
I did not have a chance to verify your source of information but it is evident that one of these books is wrong. If you can dig up any more info, I would appreciate you letting me know.

James Barcz, WA9JMY

inverted-vee length

Dear HR:

I have checked out both the Antenna Handbook and the Handbook and sure enough, they seem to be contradictory except for the qualifier: "When its ends are near the ground...." It makes me wonder just how near the ground "near" is!

As for any additional information which I can add, most of my inverted-vees have been close to a half-wave above ground with apex angles in the 140° to 120° range thereby placing the ends perhaps not "near the ground!!!"

In an article by K4GSX, "Radiation Resistance of Inverted V Antennas," QST, October, 1968, using a ten-meter test antenna with an apex angle of 105°, the length as compared to the standard dipole varied from longer than the resonant dipole (determined by setting k = 0.95 in the formula L = 492(k)/f(MHz)) to shorter depending upon the height above ground. Experimentally, he measured values of k for an antenna with the forementioned delta and an L/D ratio of 230 (hardly typical!!!) which were less than 0.95 for heights less than 0.3 wavelengths (ie: the inverted vee was shorter than the corresponding dipole) and values of k which were larger than 0.95 (ie: the inverted vee was longer than the corresponding dipole) for heights greater than 0.3 wavelengths.

Perhaps in this case the center height of about 0.3 wavelengths or less put the ends "near the ground...."

Lewis McCoy, W1ICP, in the July, 1968 issue of QST p. 42 suggested that as a starting point, the length given by L = 515/F(MHz) would be appropriate using the tried and true method of pruning from there. Antennas being the cantankerous beasts that they are this seems a wise suggestion!!!!

I propose to run some checks on an experimental 40-meter setup which would be a typical amateur antenna. Number 14 or 16 wire used with the small glass end insulators fed with a half-wave of coax (electrical of course) and adjustable both in height and apex angle. I'm interested in checking this type of antenna since I think that it represents the way most of the inverted vees are constructed and used. Hopefully it will satisfy my curiosity about how near "near" is!

Donald R. Nesbitt, K4BGF
Gainesville, Florida

variable crystal oscillators

Dear HR:

I want to thank you for the fine article on vxo design. K6BIJ's circuit of fig. 4 which achieves 50 kHz frequency shift is certainly most impressive. I shall have to give it a try in the near future.

For your information, the circuit shown in fig. 1 was originally published in the February, 1965 issue of 73 Magazine and was specifically developed for use with the OSCAR 3 satellite.

These circuits would seem to have a wide area of applicability which has been pretty much overlooked. Perhaps your article will lead to additional applications.

Even the narrow shift of circuit 1 could be of value as a simple no-holes modification of existing transceivers for net and schedule type operation. For example, in my Heath SB-300 and 400 it could be readily adapted by making the vxo for 5 to 5.5 MHz and plugging its output into the system in place of the internal LMO (variable frequency oscillator) and still have the flexibility to zero in on the exact net frequency.

Your circuit which features increased frequency swing would have even more uses. I am thinking of one particular application but I wonder if it would be acceptable to the FCC. What I have in mind is its use by Novices. This could give
ATTRACTION PRICES FOR THE R390A

The R390A communications receiver, long used for military surveillance of discrete frequencies between 500 kHz and 31 MHz, is a fraction of its worth. Both new and remanufactured sets are in stock each furnished with appropriate Instruction Manuals and necessary ancillary parts.

Providing digital readout with an accuracy to 0.003 kHz, the R390A is the latest and best made general coverage communications receiver that you can buy. Robustly constructed on sub-assembled coverage communications receiver that you can buy, it is built in and of course the receiver is designed mechanically to provide a means of zero adjustment. There is, of course, a dial lock and a means of zero tuned in. So accurate is this receiver.

Although the set was designed for CW, MCW, AM, FSK and SSB, it does not contain a product detector. We can add in our shop a compatibly designed product detector assembly at a small additional cost which will facilitate tuning sidetone signals. This is the ultimate communications receiver priced at a figure that serious-minded individuals can afford. Many professional men or those who have recently retired have purchased these receivers from us to their entire satisfaction. It is the kind of which will last at least 10 years. Indeed there would be no normal reason for ever wanting to replace such a set for the generally available merchandise made these days does not begin to approach in quality or performance what you can expect from the R390A. Foreign customers should understand that the set will also function on 230 volts 50-60 cycles. Although when packed in its special container the shipping weight is 100 lbs, the net weight of the set itself is only 75 lbs. The shipping cube is 3.9 cubic feet.

If sufficient numbers are interested, we will prepare an illustrated brochure of this receiver and make it available without charge. In the meantime, study the specifications and if you are in the vicinity of Harvard, Mass., do stop in for a demonstration of this superb communications receiver.

PRICE SCHEDULE

R390A new $1495
R390A new fitted with product detector 1565
R390A remanufactured 1195
R390A remanufactured fitted with product detector 1365
R390 new 1065
R390 remanufactured fitted with product detector 1265
R391 new 995
R391 new fitted with product detector 1065
R391 used fitted with product detector 975
R391C used fitted with product detector 965

R390A RECEIVER TECHNICAL CHARACTERISTICS

Type of conversion — Triple-conversion superheterodyne on eight lowest frequency bands; double conversion superheterodyne on all other bands.

Frequency range — 0.5 to 32 mc.

Types of signals received — A1, cw; A2, mcw; A3, voice; A9, sideband, FL, freq-shift keying.

Type of tuning — Continuous; frequency read directly on counter-type indicator.

Method of calibration — Built-in crystal-controlled.

Calibration points: - Every 100 kc.

Audio power output: - 600-ohm unbalanced line — 500 mw. minimum.

Power input: - 10 mw, minimum.

Headphones — 1 mw, minimum.

IF selectivity — 100 cps to 16 kc bandwidth in six steps.

Intermediate frequencies: - First variable IF (used on eight lowest frequency bands) 17.5 to 25 mc.

- Second variable IF (used on all bands) — 2.5-3.2 mc on lowest band; 3.2-6.5 mc on all other bands.

Third (fixed) IF 455 kc.

Power source: — 115/230 volts ac ± 10%, 48 to 62 cycle power.

Power input: — 115/230 volts ac — 225 watts total; 140 watts with CW or SSB switch turned OFF.

Number of tubes: — 26 (including current-regulator tube R7510).

Antennas: — Unbalanced — Straight-wire of random length or vehicular-mounted whip.

Balanced — 125-ohm terminating impedance; matches 50 to 200-ohm balanced or unbalanced transmission lines by using adapters.

Temperature range — —40°C (-40°F) to 65°C (149°F).

Altitude — Up to 10,000 ft. above sea level.

Weight — 75 lbs.

Range of tuning PTO — 3.455 to 2.455 mc.
ALL SOLID-STATE SSB TRANSCEIVER

$195.00

- Complete single-band SSB transceiver 4 to 5 watts PEP output 15, 20, 40, or 75 mtrs.
- VXO tuning up to 100 KHz or 2 fixed freq.
- Suitable for dry battery operation.
- Light weight, small size makes excellent portable boat, aircraft, field or mobile.
- Contains 15 transistors, 1 MOSFET, 2 darlington amps., 1 I.C. and 17 diodes. Four-pole filter.
- Some options available to customer requirements.
- Furnished with spare switching and final amp. transistors, dummy load and extra plug.

JUSTIN, INC.
2663 NORTH LEE AVENUE
SOUTH EL MONTE, CALIF. 91733

antenna tuners

Dear HR:

The article (in your May, 1970 issue) about "compatible vs incompatible" tuners has many hams wondering about their antenna couplers. Initial investigations here have borne out the points of the article. One interesting discovery—I can match my antenna across the shorted-out section of the antenna-tuner coil and get a different set of tuning conditions—proof that what W2WLR said is true, that power is circulating around in all those extraneous portions of the tuner rather than getting out to the antenna!

Ade Weiss, K8EEG
Meckling, South Dakota

simple WWV receiver

Dear HR:

Amateurs who have ham-band-only receivers and need a converter to receive WWV should consider International Crystal's OX oscillator and MXX-1 mixer. I put these two units together, and with a 6000 kHz crystal beat the 10.000 MHz WWV signal into my receiver at 4000 kHz in the 80-meter band.

Using a double-pole double-throw switch to put the WWV signal into the mixer for zeroing my crystal calibrator, and then out again, makes for one of the easiest and economical approaches to this problem.

James W. Harrison, Jr., WB4TBX
Norfolk, Virginia
NOW from ROSS AND WHITE COMPANY
Electronics
SOLID STATE TONE BURST ENCODERS
(to the frequencies of your choice)

MODEL TE-2   MODEL TE-5
2 tone,              5 channel model
Factory preset       Factory preset
only               only
$29.95              $39.95
postage paid.       postage paid.
GUARANTEED FOR ONE YEAR
Use it for 10 days, if not completely satisfied return for a full refund.

- Easy to install, 3 wire hookup, attaching bracket included for car or home.
- Operates from a single factory supplied internal 9 volt battery.
- All frequencies factory preset. Can be field adjusted from 1500 to 2500 cycles. Other frequencies on special order.
- Nominal .4 sec. tone burst length.
- American made commercial grade components on glass epoxy PC board for maximum reliability.

ROSS AND WHITE CO., Electronics Dept. HR-12
50 West Dundee Road, Wheeling, Illinois 60090

Gentlemen:
Send me model .............. tone burst encoder.
Check or money order enclosed. Please set frequencies for ..............
Send additional information. Check ..............
Name ____________________________
Address ____________________________
City ___________________ State ______ Zip ______
Transceiver: Make ______________ Model __________________

GET YOUR NEW ISSUES NOW!
Over 285,000 QTHs in the U.S. edition $8.50
Over 165,000 QTHs in the DX edition $6.50
NEW EDITION EVERY:
MARCH 1 - SEPT. 1
JUNE 1 - DEC. 1

These valuable EXTRA features included in both editions:
• QSL Managers Around the World!
• Census of Radio Amateurs throughout the world!
• Radio Amateurs' License Class!
• World Prefix Map!
• International Radio Amateur Prefixes
• Prefixes by Countries!
• Zips on all QTH's!
• A.R.R.L. Phonetic Alphabet!
• Where To Buy!
• Great Circle Bearings!
• International Postal Information!
• Plus much more!
See your favorite dealer or order direct (add 25c for mailing in U.S., Possessions & Canada. Elsewhere add 50c).

WRITE FOR FREE BROCHURE!
RADIO AMATEUR CALLBOOK INC
Dept. E 925 Sherwood Drive
Lake Bluff, Ill. 60044

... THE BEST
2 METER
CONVERTER
Model 407
$39.95
ppd.

144-146 MHz in. 28-30 MHz out
or 146-148 MHz with a second crystal
available for $4.95 extra
A full description of this fantastic converter would fill this page, but you can take our word for it (or those of hundreds of satisfied users) that it's the best. The reason is simple — we use three RCA dual gate MOSFETs, one bipolar, and 3 diodes in the best circuit ever. Still not convinced? Then send for our free catalog and get the full description, plus photos and even the schematic.

Can't wait? Then send us a postal money order for $39.95 and we'll rush the 407 out to you. NOTE: The Model 407 is also available in any frequency combination up to 450 MHz (some at higher prices) as listed in our catalog. New York City and State residents add local sales tax.

VANGUARD LABS
Dept. R, 196-23 Jamaica Ave., Hollis, N.Y. 11423
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december 1970
Stoner Communications has announced a new low-cost vhf-fm radiotelephone designed for multi-purpose applications. The model VHF-30, six-channel, 25-watt unit features a mosfet front end, ic amplifiers and selective crystal filter to provide low-noise reception of weak signals. The equipment incorporates tropicalized epoxy board modules and splash and corrosion-proof construction. The unit can be used as a battery-operated base station; low current drain permits operation from any 12-volt source in base or vehicle applications. The VHF-30 covers the frequency range from 148 to 174 MHz with 0.6 μV sensitivity for 20-dB quieting.

For more information on the new VHF-30, use check-off on page 88, or write to Donald L. Stoner, Stoner Communications, Inc., 8751 Industrial Lane, Cucamonga, California 91730.

Cir-Kit is a revolutionary new material for the construction of experimental and prototype printed-circuit boards and consists of high-purity 0.002-inch copper foil tape — 1/8- or 1/16-inch wide — coated with a heat-resistant self adhesive and protected by lacquer. To use the material you simply remove the backing paper and place the adhesive side down in the desired position. Component leads are soldered to the Cir-Kit. If any circuit modifications are required it's a simple matter to remove the Cir-Kit material with a knife.

Cir-Kit can be bent, curved, used on both sides of a board to simplify layout or passed around the edges of a board to accommodate edge connectors.

The adhesive used on Cir-Kit actually increases its strength with age. The heat of soldering merely speeds up this process. The adhesive softens when it is heated but full adhesive strength returns as soon as the temperature drops to normal.

Rolls of Cir-Kit, 1/8 or 1/16 inch wide, 5-feet long are $.60 each; 100-foot spools are $9.95 each. Sheets of Cir-Kit, 6 x 12 inches are $2.50 each, 5 for $9.95. For more information, use check-off on page 88, or write to Cir-Kit, Box 592, Amherst, New Hampshire 03031.
Curtis Electro Devices has announced an advanced integrated-circuit keyer that incorporates an automatic identification-message generator in addition to the basic Electronic-Fist circuitry. In this new keyer, called the Mnemonic, a custom integrated-circuit read-only memory (ROM) provides permanent memory to generate the repetitive calls used by amateurs in normal and contest operation.

As an example, the operator might select any one of the three sequences below from a single ROM:

1. CQ CQ DE W1DTY K
2. CQ FD CQ FD DE W1DTY K
3. DE W1DTY K

Three auto-stop selections allow continuous cycling or a choice of two stopping points. The message can be transmitted once, continuously or every ten seconds.

In the manual mode the keyer provides 8 to 50-wpm paddle or squeeze keying with dot memory, independent weight control and iambic character generation. A tap on the straight key of a Brown Brothers CTL combination key (or external push button) initiates the automatic program at the exact speed and weight used by the operator in the manual mode. At 20 wpm a full message sequence takes 15 seconds. The sequence terminates either automatically or by a tap on the dash paddle.

The Mnemonic keyer will operate both grid-block and cathode keyed transmitters. Power supply, cw monitor and speaker are built-in. All cables and connectors are provided.
The EK-39M Mnemonic keyer is available from dealers or directly from the manufacturer, and is priced at $179.95 less the individually tailored plug-in memory which is ordered direct from the factory per user message instructions. The memory is priced at $59.95. For more information, use check-off on page 88, or write to Curtis Electro Devices, Box 4090, Mountain View, California 94040.

amateur radio techniques

The new enlarged edition of this very popular book is now available, and the author, Pat Hawker, G3VA, has included many new topics. The emphasis is on solid state, with many new semiconductor circuits for amateur equipment. Chapters are included on semiconductors, components and construction, receivers, oscillators transmitters, audio and modulation, power supplies, antennas and troubleshooting and test equipment. This is an excellent book that presents many unique circuits and construction techniques, as well as solutions to old problems.

The chapter on receivers, for example, discusses modern communications receiver design, including front ends, gain distribution, mixers, oscillators, i-f stages, spurious responses, crystal filters, detectors, noise limiters, cross modulation, and direct-conversion systems. All the latest techniques are there, including many that were developed for military and commercial use, and have yet to filter down to amateur gear.

The other chapters are equally as diversified as the one on receivers, and provide a broad look at modern communications circuits and systems and how they may be used by the amateur. 208 pages. 470 diagrams. $3.50 from Comtec Book Division, Box 592, Amherst, New Hampshire 03031

new zero bias triodes

Eimac has just announced a new family of ceramic-metal zero-bias triodes that are suitable for use up to 450 MHz
Three versions are featured: the 8875 transverse air cooled, the 8873 conduction cooled and the 8874 axially air cooled. The 8875 is a high-mu power triode having 300 watts plate dissipation and capable of 1200 watts peak in Intermittent Voice Service. The 8874 features 400 watts plate dissipation. In the January, 1971 issue of ham radio we will present application articles on the 8875 and 8873.

The big tube in the center of the photograph is a new 1500-watt zero-bias triode, the 8877. In the February issue we'll have an article describing its application in a six-meter linear amplifier. Right now, you're not even supposed to be seeing it!

For more information on these new Eimac power tubes, use check-off on page 88, or write to Eimac Division of Varian, 301 Industrial Way, San Carlos, California 94070.

high-power rf transistors

Two npn silicon rf power transistors for vhf power amplifier applications to 175 MHz are available from Motorola Semiconductor Products. The transistors, types MM1552 and MM1553, use balanced-emitter construction for extreme electrical ruggedness; load mismatch conditions of 10:1 at 75 watts output can be withstood by either device.

Intended for use as high-power class-C amplifiers in the 100-175 MHz frequency range, the MM1552 and MM1553 have the high peak power capabilities and breakdown voltages required for a-m applications. The MM1552, for example, is rated at 90 W peak power output for...
NEED CRYSTALS?

We can supply crystals from 2KHz to 80 MHz in many types of holders.

SPECIALS

Color TV crystal (2579, 5456Hz) wire leads $1.60 4 for $5.00
10.0 KHz freq. std. crystal (HC13/U) 4.50
1000 KHz freq. std. crystal (HC6/U) 3.50
Any CB crystal TR. or REC.
except synthesizer crystals 2.25
Any amateur band crystal (except 80 & 160
meters) in FT-243 holders 1.50 or 4 for $5.00
Any marine frequency (HC6/U) 2.85
80 meter – FT-243 holders 2.50

We have in stock over six million crystals which include types CR13/AR, FT243, FT241, MC7, FT249, HC6/U, HC13/U, HC25/U, HC18/U, etc. Send 10¢ per crystal to above prices for shipment 1st class mail, 15¢ each for air mail.

Special Quantity Prices to
Jobbers and Dealers.
ORDER DIRECT
with check or money order to
2400H Crystal Drive
Fort Myers, Florida 33901

18 W (maximum) input at 150 MHz (27 Vdc power supply), permitting close to 100 percent modulation with a 25 W carrier at VCC = 13.5 Vdc. For the MM1553, the same figures are obtained with a 13.5 W (maximum) input. In fm or cw service, both devices are capable of a continuous 75 watts output at 150 MHz.

Much of the fine broadband performance of the transistors comes from their low lead-inductance, strip-line package – Motorola Case 145C-01. For more information use check off on page 88, or contact the Technical Information Center, Box 20912, Phoenix, Arizona 85036.

tone encoder/decoder

Because of the increased demand for a reliable all solid-state sub-audible continuous-tone encoder/decoder that is small enough to fit internally in small two-way radios, Alpha Electronic Services developed the SS-80H. Measuring only 1½ x 1¼ x ⅜ inch, it is probably the smallest unit of its kind. The SS-80H meets or exceeds all EIA specifications, and when coupled with the TN-91H frequency-determining module can be easily installed in equipment where space is a problem. The SS-80H is completely compatible with private line, channel guard or other standard frequency tone-quieting devices. It is also available with special tone frequencies, allowing greater use of congested channels. The SS-80H uses no mechanical reeds. For more information, use check-off on page 88, or write to Alpha Electronic Services, Inc., 8431 Monroe Avenue, Stanton, CA. 90680.
They just happen to be our Chief Engineer and our Manager of Quality Control at Signal/One... active hams, too!

And they are DXercising your new CX-7 in Signal/One’s radio club shack at our St. Petersburg plant.

It’s all part of our expanded comprehensive inspection and test program implemented at Signal/One. Every CX-7 is DXercised on the air before shipment... and it’s a really enjoyable assignment for WA4AZE and WØMFL/4. High quality components, plus elaborate testing and reliability requirements, make the CX-7 the real DX’ers choice... plenty of punch to work thru the QRM... and plenty of sensitivity to haul in those rare ones...

This expanded program is a rigorous one that would do justice to any piece of space-age electronic communications gear... tests that include receiving inspection of components... in-build tests that must meet high quality control standards... and others that have been designed to the sophisticated criteria of electronic engineering... things like 100 hr. burn-in and 2g shake testing.

After the testing comes the “DXercising” where experienced hams (they’re engineers, too) go on the air to make sure that your CX-7 meets the normal high operational standards.

That’s where WA4AZE and WØMFL/4 come in... and they know what they’re talking about.

“It Speaks for Itself”

A Division of ECI (An NCR Subsidiary)
Now! Is the time to get a binder for your 1970 issues.

Don't lose them . . .
Don't let them get dog-eared & dirty.

Only $3.95 each or 3 for $10.00.

Also bound volumes for 1969 & 1970 $14.95 each.

Ham Radio Magazine
Greenville, N. H. 03048

---

Short circuits

ST-5 demodulator

Several component values were omitted from the discriminator section of the schematic on page 14 of the September issue. These values are determined by the shift, and are shown in the following table:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Shift</th>
<th>2125 - 2975</th>
<th>1275 - 2125</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>R1</td>
<td>4700</td>
<td>1500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R2</td>
<td>33k</td>
<td>8200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R3</td>
<td>5600</td>
<td>2200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R4</td>
<td>91k</td>
<td>68k</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C1</td>
<td>.068</td>
<td>.18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C2</td>
<td>.033</td>
<td>.068</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Frequency counter

In fig. 5, page 23 of the July issue, IC2 should be shown as an MC799P. In fig. 2, page 19, the 20-pF capacitor in the crystal-oscillator circuit should be an N750 type for temperature compensation. In fig. 7 the 170-volt power supply output is shorted — this should be shown as a shielded line to ground. Also in fig. 7 one of the switch contacts is labeled control module pin 14; this should be clock module pin 14. And finally, in fig. 5, an electrolytic capacitor on the bottom right side of the drawing is shown with the wrong polarity.

WWV receiver

On page 68 of the July issue the schematic for the simple WWV receiver has no detector stage — a diode should be installed between the 1.2k and 20k resistors on the output of the SA21 integrated circuit, cathode end toward the 20k resistor.

Microwave hybrids

On page 61 of the July issue, under applications, the sentence that states, "A detector-indicator, such as a receiver with an S-meter connected at port 3...” should say port 1. If imbalance is measured at port 3 the input signal must be applied to port 1, in which case the signals at ports 2 and 4 will be 180 degrees out of the phase, and not suitable for balancing antenna sections. The situation is correctly described in the previous paragraphs.
Amateur Radio Operator

Attention

Just after the first of the year

Mosley Electronics, Inc.

will have something of interest for you, at your nearest Ham Radio Supply Emporium. We'll be Celebrating . . .

Our 25th Year.
1946 to 1971

GET EITHER ONE OR BOTH FOR CHRISTMAS AND ALL OF 1971

FAMOUS WORLD TRAVELER

SWAN 500CX

HAPPY HOLIDAYS TO ALL OUR FRIENDS AND CUSTOMERS

COME SEE - CALL TOO

AL MARKWARDT, Mgr., W5PXH

CRABTREE'S ELECTRONICS

2608 ROSS AVE., DALLAS, TX. 75201, 748-5361
The HT-2 Mark II, now with a new and improved transmitter, is the only 2 meter FM walkie-talkie built for the amateur. It features an extra-sensitive receiver with crystal and mechanical filters for excellent selectivity, and 1.6-2 watts out with very good audio quality. The ideal rig for repeater operation — in town or hilltopping! Comes with many extras.

Amateur Net $269.95

It's undoubtedly the finest amateur 2 meter FM transceiver on the market. This unit has better than 0.4 µV sensitivity, uses FETs, ICs, and ceramic filters and, as a result, the receiver audio is superb. Rated at 10+ watts out (often delivers 12-15). Has 6 channels, transmit and receive.* The APC (automatic protection circuit) prevents PA failure due to open, shorted or mismatched antenna. Great for mobile applications — it's so small and compact. The IC-2F is a beauty!

Amateur Net $349.95
IC-3P 49.95

*Available soon — concentric 6 position switch allowing 36 channel combinations!
VARITRONICS EQUIPMENT
A TIE!

But if he doesn't, surprise him with one of our fine 2 meter all solid-state FM transceivers or that exciting new "REDHEAD," the AS-2HG 2 meter gain antenna.

You've gotta see
THE REDHEAD

The AS-2HG two meter FM 3.4 db gain groundplane antenna is the newest addition to the Varitronics quality line. This commercial quality antenna is built of heavy gauge aluminum tubing and is adjustable for minimum VSWR over the entire 2 meter band. Rated at 500 watts, it's easy to assemble and all mounting hardware is included.

Amateur Net $18.95

A very happy holiday season to all of you from all of us.

VARITRONICS INCORPORATED
Arizona Interstate Industrial Center
2321 East University Drive, P.O. Box 20665 • Phoenix, Arizona 85036
FOR THE MAN WHO TAKES CW SERIOUSLY.

model KB-1 • $265 net

FOR YOU, ONLY THE BEST WILL DO. YOUR TRAFFIC, YOUR QSO’S MUST BE
PERFECT. THIS IS THE KEYER WHICH WILL
DO IT FOR YOU. PERFECT LETTERS AND SPACES,
ALL AUTOMATICALLY. 12-72 WPM. KEYS POSITIVE OR
NEGATIVE LOADS. BUILT-IN MONITOR OSC/AMP FOR
SPEAKER. WEIGHT CONTROL TO SUIT YOUR PREFERENCE.
ONE-YEAR PICKERING WARRANTY.

READ THE QST WRITEUP ON THE KB-1 IN THE AUGUST,
1970 ISSUE, THEN SEND FOR OUR ILLUSTRATED BRO-
CHURE ON THE KB-1.

TO ORDER, SEE YOUR AMATEUR EQUIPMENT DEALER,
OR ORDER DIRECT FROM FACTORY. YOU MAY USE
YOUR MASTERCHARGE OR BANKAMERICARD. SIMPLY
GIVE US YOUR ACCOUNT NUMBER.

YOUR CW SENDING DESERVES THE BEST
ORDER YOUR KB-1 NOW!

FOR YOU, ONLY THE BEST WILL DO.

QRP QRP QRP
SOLID-STATE QRP PROJECTS
A NEW BOOK by ED. NOLL W3FQJ

SOLID-STATE INTRODUCTION – COMPLETE SCHEMATICS
BIPOLAR – FET – IC

Output Indicator
Keying Monitor
FET Miller Osc
100kHz-25kHz Calib.
FET Tri-Tet Osc
Miller-Fierce Combine
FET MOPA
100 MW FET Modulator
3½ Watt FET Tx
IC Modulator
10-160 FET Push-Pull
Single-Transistor MOPA

40-80-160 VFO
VFO Amp and Doubler
Bipolar One-Watter
10-160 Two-Watter
½ Watt 10-160 CW-AM
VFO CW-AM Tx
10-15-20 Rubber Xtal
Push-Pull Amp and Osc
Hybrid AM Tx
High-Q Bi-Filar Coils
Toroid Coils
10 Watt AM Tx
IC Calibrator

IC Osc and Amp
100MW IC Tx
IC VFO
IC DSB Gen
SB Linear Amp.
Audio Modules
TEN-TEC Units
Modulator for Ten-Tec
ICM Units
Amp. for ICM Units
Antique Osc Tx
Antennas

Price $4.25

TRIANGLE ANTENNAS
BOX 276 • WARRINGTON, PA. 18976

PICKERING RADIO CO.
Post Office Box 298
Portsmouth, R.I. 02871
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Don’t limit yourself with high power.

Low power, Power-Mite transceivers have the go-anywhere, solid-state ruggedness that challenges you to work the world. From anywhere in the world. With only an antenna, key, headphones and a lantern battery to carry along. That’s portability. It can put unlimited adventure into amateur radio.

For complete details on portable Power-Mites, priced from $54.95, send coupon to: Dept. S

CHRISTMAS BONUS COUPON

$75.00 worth of free merchandise of your choice with every Swan-500CX at price shown above.

L. A. AMATEUR RADIO SALES
DIV. OF L. A. ELECTRONICS
23044 CRENSHAW BLVD.
TORRANCE, CALIF. 90505
Phone 213-534-4456
(corner of 231st Street & Crenshaw)
BOOKS... make outstanding gifts for your friends (or yourself)

RADIO COMMUNICATIONS HANDBOOK — An outstanding technical guide to all phases of amateur radio. In 832 pages 20 complete chapters are devoted to such subjects as single sideband, antennas, mobile equipment, RTTY and much much more. This excellent book has received wide acclaim on both sides of the Atlantic and belongs in your library... now. $11.95

AMATEUR RADIO CIRCUITS BOOK — Completely revised — new edition. A very handy collection of many useful circuits for amateur use. Loaded with good ideas for that new converter, exciter or other project you are working on. Only $2.00

VHF-UHF MANUAL — G. R. Jessop, G6JP — Probably the most comprehensive work of its kind ever published. Covers everything from beginners to advanced material. Only $3.75


RADIO DATA REFERENCE BOOK — Second Edition — By G. K. Jessop, G6JP — Here in a 148 page book is one of the most complete compilations of radio and electronic charts, nomographs, formulas and design data available. Whether you design, build or operate, this is a book you must have. Only $2.50


Other Important Volumes

RADIO HANDBOOK — 18th Edition — How to design, build and operate the latest types of amateur transmitters, receivers, transceivers and amplifiers. Provides extensive, simplified theory on practically every phase of radio. 848 pages. Only $13.50

ALL ABOUT CUBICAL QUAD ANTENNAS by W6SAI — Construction and tuning data. Multiband Quads. Charts, drawings and photos for your Quad. Full complete data on homemade Quad antennas. The new X-Q Quad. $3.95

VHF HANDBOOK by Orr W6SAI & Johnson W6QKO — First complete Handbook covering the VHF spectrum! Many VHF construction projects. Design and construction of VHF transmitters, receivers and antennas! Make your VHF station work! $3.95

THE CARE AND FEEDING OF POWER GRID TUBES by Robert Sutherland, W6UOV — Just as the title says, a very complete rundown on the use of power tubes. Be sure to read this before you start work on your new linear. Only $3.95

BEAM ANTENNA HANDBOOK by William Orr, W6SAI — New edition. Theory, design, construction, and the installation of rotary beam antennas! SWR data! Multi-band beams, 40 meter beams, 20 meter DX beams! How to make your beam work! 200 pages. $4.95

NOVICE & TECHNICIAN HANDBOOK by W6SAI and W6TNS — All about amateur radio in non-technical language! How to learn the code. How to assemble your ham station. Transmitters! Receivers! DX! How to get QSL cards. $3.95

ELECTRONIC CONSTRUCTION HANDBOOK by Robert Lewis, WBMQU — All about design - construction - layout and testing of electronic equipment. Non-technical guide for kit-builders and your best key to better performance of your equipment! $3.95

Christmas Special

DEDUCT 10% FROM ALL ORDERS OVER $15.00

COMTEC BOOK DIVISION, Box 592, Amherst, N. H. 03031

Please send the books I have checked:

□ Radio Communications Handbook $11.95
□ Amateur Radio Circuits Book $2.00
□ Amateur Radio Techniques $3.50
□ VHF-UHF Manual $3.75
□ Radio Data Reference Book $2.50
□ World At Their Fingertips, Paperback $2.50
□ World At Their Fingertips, Deluxe $6.50
□ Radio Handbook, 18th Edition $13.50
□ All About Cubical Quad Antennas $3.95
□ VHF Handbook $3.95
□ The Care and Feeding of Power Grid Tubes $3.95
□ Beam Antenna Handbook $4.95
□ Novice & Technician Handbook $3.95
□ Electronic Construction Handbook $3.95

Offer expires December 24, 1970.

Name ________________________________________
Address ________________________________________
City ______________________ Zip ________________

TOTAL ____________________________

If over $15.00 check here □ and take 10% discount.

All prices postpaid in USA and Canada
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**SIXTH ARKANSAS QSO PARTY** from 2200 GMT January 23 to 0400 GMT January 25. Arkansas stations score 1 point for contact and multiply by number of states, Canadian provinces and foreign countries worked. Other stations score 5 points for each Arkansas station worked and multiply 5 points by number of countries in Arkansas worked. Stations may be worked once each band and each mode. A certificate will be awarded the highest-scoring station in each state, province and country with 100 or more points. General Call: "CQ ARK". Arkansas c.w. stations identify themselves by signifying "ham call ARK K.

**Phone station is" "Arkansas Calling." Suggested frequencies (plus or minus 5) C.W. 3550, 7060, 14,060, 21,060, 28,060; S.S.B.: 3960, 7230, 14,380, 21,360, 26,380, Novice: 3735, 7175, 21,110, Arkansas send QSO number, RS(T) and county. Others send number, RS(T) and state, province or country, name and scores. Must postmark later than February 9 and sent to the North Arkansas Amateur Radio Society, c/o J. K. Fancher, Jr., WSWEE, 407 Skyline Terrace, Harrison, Arkansas 72601.

**ORIGINAL EZ-IN DOUBLE HOLDERS** display 20 cards in plastic, 3 for $1.00, 10 for $3.00 prepaid. Guaranteed. Patented. Free sample to dealers. Tepapec, John KANMT, Box 198R, Gallatin, Tennessee 37066.

**SSB/CW RIG FOR SALE**: Heath SB 300 w/all filters, SB401 w/PTT and VOX mic, SB600 matching speaker, SB900 or offer. Doug Henry, WATOHDB, Box 3235, Tacoma, Washington 98499.

**TOLEDO MOBILE RADIO** Association's 16th Annual Hamfest and Auction will be held February 21, 1971, Lucas County Recreation Center, Maumee, Ohio. $1.00 Registration opens Jan 28. More info: 120 St. Joseph Ave, Toledo, Ohio 43601.

**SB-300, MINT**, $175. Charles Talbott, K31CH, 8405 Old Marlboro Pike, Upper Marlboro, Maryland 20780. Tel: 301-420-5271.

**READ RADIO CONSTRUCTOR** for many interesting home-brew projects. Radio Constructor, Greenville, N. H. 03046.

**ROCHESTER, N. Y.** will again be headquarters for the huge WNY. Hamfest, V.H.F. Conference and Flea Market May 15, 1971.

**TOROIDS** Lowest price anywhere. 40/$10.00 post-paid. Center-tapped 88 or 44mhy. (5/2.00). Fan fold page printer paper $10.00/box/920. Sync motors $7.00. Model 1410 $20.00. Model 326/RS reconditioned, perfect page printer $200. Lorenz 60 speed page printer with repert and TD built-in $125. Reperforator tape (11/16") $10.00/case/40. Shop for list. Van, W2DLT, 3026 Fossiac Avenue, Stirling, N. J. 07980.

**TELETYPE #28 LRXB4 reperforator-transmitter "as is" $100; checked out $175. Includes two 3-speed gearshifts. Alltronics-Howard Co., Box 19, Boston, Mass. 02161. 617-742-0048.

**SELL**: GALAXY GT550, RF550, SC550, VOX85C, CAL25, Mint, 100 original cartons, $550 FOB. Walter Atkins, 1609 Valley Road, Champaign, IL 61820.


**POLICE — FIRE — AIRCRAFT — MARINE** Calls on your broadcast radio with TUNAVERTER SI Tunable — Crystal! Brochure. Salch Company, Woodsboro HMC, Texas 78393.

**TELEGRAPH KEYS WANTED**: Wire, wireless, Spark or CW. Related books, Ted Dames, W2KWU, 308 Hickory St., Arlington, N. J. 07002.

CQ de W2KUW

5% BONUS PAID FOR EIMAC AND VARIAN TUBES

ESPECIALLY:
4-65A, 4-125A, 4X150A, 4-250A, 4CX250B-K or R, 4-400A, 445A
4-1000, 4CX1000, 4CX5000, X13, etc.

EQUIPMENT:
R390A, GRC 106-108, PRC 9, 10, 25, 74, 77, URC9, VRC 12, etc.

The TED DAMES Co.
308 HICKORY ST., ARLINGTON, N. J. 07032
Phone: 201 998-4246

WORLD PREFIX MAP — Full color, 40" x 28", shows prefixes on each country...DX zones, time zones, cities, cross referenced tables...postpaid $1.25

RADIO AMATEURS GREAT CIRCLE CHART OF THE WORLD — from the center of the United States! Full color, 30" x 25", listing Great Circle bearings in degrees for six major U.S. cities: Boston, Washington, D.C., Miami, Seattle, San Francisco & Los Angeles...postpaid $1.25

RADIO AMATEURS MAP OF NORTH AMERICA! Full color, 30" x 25" — includes Central America and the Caribbean to the equator, showing call areas, zone boundaries, prefixes and time zones, FCC frequency chart, plus informative information on each of the 50 United States and other Countries...postpaid $1.25

WORLD ATLAS — Only atlas compiled for radio amateurs. Packed with world-wide information — includes 11 maps, in 4 colors with zone boundaries and country prefixes on each map. Also includes a polar projection map of the world plus a map of the Antarctica — a complete set of maps of the world, 20 pages, size 8½" x 12"...postpaid $2.00

Complete reference library of maps — set of 4 as listed above...postpaid $3.50

See your favorite dealer or order direct.
SURPLUS MILITARY RADIOS, Electronics, Radar Parts, tons of material for the ham, free catalogue available. Sabre Industries, 1370 Sargent Ave., Winnipeg 21, Manitoba, Canada.

JACKITRONIX — New & used Electronic components — Special — 455KC IF, Core iron, core tuned, Q approx. 175, Sharpen up your Rcvr, $9 ea 6 for $50.00 — Special — Jennings type RA vacuum relay, DPDT, 30a, 300v (2 KV test), coil 115 vdc @ 25 ma, $7.00 ea — Special — Micro-switch, SPDT, 30125v, 25v ea for $1.00. Send 25c for catalog. JackiTriX, 106 H Schereman Oakes, Walnut Grove, Georgia 30209.

PC BOARD. 3/32 inch, 2 oz. Copper one side, paper base. Specify size desired.

PC BOARD. 3/32 inch, 2 oz. Copper one side, paper base. Specify size desired.

SAVING. On all makes of new and used equipment. Write or call Bob Grimes, 89 Aspen Rd. S., Swannscott, Massachusetts, 671-598-2530 for the gear u want at the prices u want to pay.


SILICON BORON non-inductive rod resistors 200 ohms $5. 100 watts 16v $2.00 ea postpaid. Joe Gentle, 2420 1st Ave., N.E., Cedar Rapids, Iowa 52402.

THE LAKEHEAD AMATEUR RADIO CLUB has made available to all amateurs and SWL's a certificate to be known as: — The Thunder Bay Award — The requirements are: For VE/VO, For VE/VO, for VE/VO, (need 30 different Thunder Bay Ontario Stations must be worked, or heard for SWLS, since January 1, 1970. For all others — Five (5) different Thunder Bay Stations must be worked, or heard for SWLS, since January 1, 1970. All contacts must be with different stations. Modes may be on mixed modes, and bands. No QSLs are required, only the full log information on stations worked or heard. Send one (1) dollar Canadian funds, or 10 IRCs to: LAKEHEAD AMATEUR RADIO CLUB, Awards Committee, P.O. Box 571, Sbn. "P", Thunder Bay, Ontario, Canada.

BUY, TRADE, SELL used receivers. Or trade for new general merchandise. Available R-4A, SA-1, NC-190 and BC-779B. Ten day money back guarantee. 30 day warranty on parts and labor. Steven Kullmer, Evergreen Hatchery, Dysart, Iowa 52224.


AUTO BURGLAR ALARM — Save your rigs and car. Fantastic outfit $7.75 p.p. Express Traders, P. O. Box 696, Freedom, Calif. 95019.

TELL YOUR FRIENDS about Ham Radio Magazine.
HAL DEVICES

FOREIGN HAMS

DO YOU NEED AMERICAN CONSTRUCTION COMPONENTS?

Send us a list of your needs and we will give you a quotation on any standard American parts which you may require.

No longer need you avoid construction projects in Ham Radio or any other U. S. amateur publication because of hard to find parts. We'll find them and send them to you.

Send 4 IRC's for catalog.

HAL DEVICES
BOX 365 HF
URBANA, ILLINOIS 61801 U.S.A.

WORLD QSL BUREAU

PLAN 1. WE FORWARD YOUR QSLs (PLEASE ARRANGE ALPHABETICALLY) TO ANY PLACE IN WORLD, INCLUDING ALL FOREIGN COUNTRIES, AND TO OR WITHIN USA, CANADA, AND MEXICO, FOR 99 EACH.

PLAN 2. YOU USE OUR SPECIAL LOG FORM AND SEND US A COPY: WE SUPPLY QSL — MAKE OUT QSL — DELIVER QSL, ALL FOR 99 EACH.

5200 Panama Ave., Richmond, CA USA 94804

SOMETHING Really NEW!

Cir-kit

- No Chemicals — No Mess
- No Layout Restrictions
- Flexible — Conforms to any surface shape
- Use for Crossovers — Either insulate with Teflon or Mylar or use other side of board.
- Simple Circuit Changes
- Full Instructions

Send SASE for Small Sample and Complete Details or
100 feet 1/16" or 1/8" wide $9.95
5 feet 1/16" or 1/8" wide $.60

Sheets 6" x 12" — $3.00 each or 5 for $9.95

Order Now

Cir-kit
BOX 592
AMHERST, N. H. 03031

Dealer Inquiries Invited

Cir-kit
The World's Most Versatile Circuit Building System

YOU SAY YOU CAN'T AFFORD AUTOMATIC CODE?

NOW YOU CAN!
Let your CW generator do your work for you

SCG-1 PROGRAMMABLE CODE GENERATOR

State of the art IC design & easy, programmable matrix
Will key your transmitter for messages (5) contact and retransmission, beacon, test signal, or other function requiring automatic code generation.

The SCG-1 will send out any message of up to 2 letters, 30 characters at any speed selected.

The matrix board can be reprogrammed in a few minutes.

The SCG-1 operates on 110-125 VAC 50-60 cycle, dc 12 VDC.

Continuum ELECTRONICS, INC.
9937 Cottrell Terrace, Silver Spring, Md.; 20903

Md. residents add State sales tax

A revolutionary new material for the construction of experimental and prototype “printed” circuit boards.

Cir-Kit is high purity .002" copper protected by lacquer and coated with an exclusive heat resistant pressure sensitive self adhesive. Just remove backing paper and place in selected position. Press down firmly. If modifications are necessary just rip it up and start over.

Cir-Kit can be used for modifying existing boards or building up new ones. The perfect answer for small quantity applications or one of a kind amateur projects.

A name you will be hearing a good deal of from now on.
AUTUMN HOUSECLEANING. Making room for new gear. Amphenol FET voltmeter, $75. UHF signal generator, LAE2, 500 to 1300 MHz, $75. Eico 717 electronic keyer, $40.00. Triex St. Antenna noise boxes $20. 8 ft./of. 1500 Vdc electrolytics, $1 each. All items fob. WIDTY, Ham Radio, Greenville, Ohio 43351.

FM TRANSCIEVER — Solid-state, 6 channel, dual conversion receiver with mechanical filter, 10 watt transmitter. Includes mike, mobile bracket & 34/94 crystals. $240.00 f.o.b. Denver. V.H.F. Associates, Inc., P. O. Box 22135, Denver, Colorado 80222.

SQUEEZE KEY, the ultimate electronic keyer. Compact, integrated circuit board, built-in double lever paddle, sidetone speaker. Quality import. $24.00. SASE for brochure. Dave Kneidly, Far View Road, R. F. D. #1, Elburn, Illinois 60119.

GREENE DRAGON FLY . . antenna for SQUEEZE KEY, the ultimate electronic keyer. Includes mike, mobile bracket, 34/94 crystals. $240.00.

WEST COAST HAMS buy their gear from Amrad Supply Inc. Send for flyer. 1025 Harrison St., Oakland, Ca. 94607.


QSLS. Second to none. Same day service. Samples 25¢. Ray, K7HLR, Box 331, Clearfield, Utah 84015.

"DON AND BOB" NEW GUARANTEED GOODIES. KW all band mobile antenna coil, loops 21087 $8, B1P 24.95. Write custom coil quotes. Monarch KW SWR-relative power dialmeter bridge (reg. 24.95) 15.95; Ham-M 99.00; TR-44 29.95; Hygain TR-1000X 139.00; Triex W51 tower 399.00 prepaid; Regency HR2 6 channel 20 watt 2 meter FM (reg. 229.00) 195.00. New gear cash quotes. Quotes for best prices on all equipment and antennas. We welcome your lay-away plan available, ask for details.

MADISON ELECTRONICS SUPPLY 1508 McKinney — HOUSTON, TEXAS 77002

(713) 224-2668

ROKETY QSL FILE MODEL CB-8-H

Displays and protects QSL's in clear plastic pockets (3½ x 5½) included for 160 cards, holds up to 500 cards. Refills available. Rotates on base and a turn of knob brings new cards into view. Cards held securely without glue or mounting.

PRICE: $8.00 post. U.S.A. Illinois residents add 5% Sales Tax

M-B PRODUCTS & SALES 1917 N. Lowell Ave., Chicago, Ill. 60639

FREE Catalog Of The World’s Finest Gov’t Surplus Electronic Bargains

Now BIGGER and BETTER Than Ever!

MAIL THIS COUPON NOW!

NAME:

ADDRESS: _________________________________

CITY: ______________________________________

STATE: __________________ ZIP: ___________

For your FREE copy, fill out coupon and mail, Dept. HR

FAIR RADIO SALES

P. O. Box 1105 • LIMA, OHIO • 45802

MONARCH SWR AND POWER METER

Reads output and reflected power simultaneously. May be left in line up to 2000 watts. Low insertion loss. Size 5x2x2. Good to 175 Mhz.

PRICE $15.95 Insured Postage & Handling $1.50

BOB’S DISCOUNT ELECTRONICS 720 N. Hudson, Okla. City, Okla. 73102 Phone 232-1384
**NOISE BLANKER**

Designed for the serious VHF operator requiring effective suppression of interference generated by auto ignitions, power lines, appliances, radars, etc. Models available for both VHF transceiver and receiver-converter systems.

Model TNB.250, for Swan 250 transceivers. Features include modern solid state design techniques utilizing charge MOSFET transistors and a special gain controlled amplifier circuit yielding excellent cross-modulation characteristics in strong signal locations. Simplified installation requires twenty minutes without drilling holes.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TNB.250</td>
<td>$12.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TNB.250C (for Swan 250C)</td>
<td>$12.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

All items ppd. Stamp for list. Pa. residents add 6% tax.

M. WEINSCHENKER
BOX 353, IRWIN, PA. 15642

**ALCE**

Order: Box 1348H
Lawrence, MA. 01840 (See)

**FREQUENCY STANDARDS**

IF YOU NOW OWN A CONVENTIONAL 100KHZ XTAL CALIBRATOR IT IS INADEQUATE. OUT OF DATE. WE MANUFACTURE SEVERAL FREQUENCY MARKERS TO KEEP YOUR RECEIVER-TRANSCEIVER EXACTLY ON FREQ.

MODEL 100-S OUTPUTS OF 100, 100.25, 100.50, 100.75, 101.00 TO 105.50MHz.

$15.00 a day guarantee. Model 100-S $4.95 ea. 3 for $12.50.

WE MANUFACTURE SEVERAL HEADS TO MATCH OUR HEADS.

BAKER EX W3ZNI & WINNAY K3KRF 420 MAPLEWOOD, SPRINGFIELD, PA. 19064

**AMPRESS**

Solid State Speech Processor

up to 2 “S” units signal gain

**MODEL CCA-1**

$29.95

optional model CCA-1R operates on rechargeable cells or 115V a.c. line current $39.95

DEALER INQUIRIES INVITED

C. E. COX COMPANY

Electronic Specialties Division

2415 S. Broadway, Santa Ana, CA 92707
Phone: (714) 540-2444

**REVIEWS IN MARCH, 1968 HAM RADIO**

**oscillator/monitor**

- Makes an audible tone to monitor the RF of any CW transmitter from 10Mw to 1Kw, 100Kc to 1000Mc, using only an 6" pickup antenna.
- Can be self-triggered for code practice or the testing of solid-state components and circuits.
- Aids in tuning up or testing RF oscillator and power circuits.
- 4 transistor, 2 diode circuit, speaker, tone adjust, AA pencil, test tips, 6" ant., & magnetic base.
- Cabinet is 10 gauge black & clear anodised aluminum, 3.4 x 2.3 x 1.2" made & guaranteed for 1 year.

James Research company, dep’t: HQ-M
20 willits road, glen cove n.y. 11542

**NOISE BLANKER**

Designed for the serious VHF operator requiring effective suppression of interference generated by auto ignitions, power lines, appliances, radars, etc. Models available for both VHF transceiver and receiver-converter systems.

Model TNB.250, for Swan 250 transceivers. Features include modern solid state design techniques utilizing charge MOSFET transistors and a special gain controlled amplifier circuit yielding excellent cross-modulation characteristics in strong signal locations. Simplified installation requires twenty minutes without drilling holes.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TNB.250</td>
<td>$12.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TNB.250C (for Swan 250C)</td>
<td>$12.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

All items ppd. Stamp for list. Pa. residents add 6% tax.

M. WEINSCHENKER
BOX 353, IRWIN, PA. 15642
REVIEWED IN DECEMBER, 1968 HAM RADIO

the permaflex key

- both a twin lever & straight hand key in a pivotless 2 paddle design.
- gives instant choice of automatic semi-automatic & straight hand keying
- when used through an electronic keyer.
- use directly with any transmitter.
- 8 amp. gold diffused silver contacts adjust from 0-6000 5-50 grams.
- distinctive blue paddles of rugged G-10 fiberglass epoxy.
- cabinet is 10 gauge polished chrome
- 1.56" x 3.75", paddles extend 1.25", weight 10 oz.
- silicone rubber feet for stability.
- 100% US made & guaranteed for 1 yr.

James Research company, dep't: HQ - K
20 willits road, Glen cove n.y. 11542

PERSONALIZED CUP AND STEIN. GOLD LEAF HANDLE AND PERMANENT BLACK LETTERS MACHINE WASHABLE. ATTRACTIVE AND USEFUL GIFT FOR ANY HAM. SPECIFY RIGHT OR LEFT HANDED, CALL AND NAME CUP $2.50. STEIN $4.75. PP. U.S. AND POSSESSIONS ONLY. CHECK OR M.O. CALIF. ADD 5% SALES TAX SPECIAL CLUB OR COMMERCIAL INQUIRIES SOLICITED.

DE PIAZZA ENTERPRISES
P. O. Box 1127
Costa Mesa, CA 92626

SURPLUS CRYSTAL FILTERS

6 XTL 115 MHz - 36 KHz 600 DB BW MOD. MCL-3 $14.00

60 DB BW 400 KHz MAX - 50 OHM TERMINATIONS

MATCHING XTL DISCRIMINATOR - MOD. MAL-I ADD TO 86 KHZ DEVIATION DUPE SHEET INC.

107.5 MHz - 13 KHz 60 DB BW - 8 XTL MOD. FB-5M $19.75

107 MHz - 30 KHz 60 DB BW XTL MOD. $14.00

107 MHz - 34 KHz 60 DB BW - 10 XTL MOD. $12.75

107 MHz - 30 KHz 60 DB BW XTL MOD. $14.00

21.365 KHz, 21.065 KHz.

Send Dime for List of Over 500 Types SURPLUS XTL FILTERS & NEW & SURPLUS TOROIDAL CORES

CABONIC TOROID CORES

20 DIA. T-200-2, EACH $12.75 OR 8 FOR $74.00

.60 DIA. T-58-2 EACH 50 CENTS OR 2 FOR 75 CENTS

MINIMUM POSTPAID ORDER 2.75 TOTAL

J. T. McCullough, Westing

WE PAY HIGHEST

PRICES FOR ELECTRON TUBES AND SEMICONDUCTORS

H & L ASSOCIATES
ELIZABETHPORT INDUSTRIAL PARK
ELIZABETH, NEW JERSEY 07206

(201) 351-4200
SPECIAL OF THE MONTH
HEWLETT PACKARD #4108 all purpose VTVM less RF probe, and #400C AC-2 MHz VTVM, 1mV to 300V full scale, both in one rack unit with dust cover and cabinet. $69.50

Special-Purpose Receivers, Panadapter
RAK-7 complete, w/dwg, 15-600 khz TRF . . . . 125.00
RFi (Noise Field Strength Meters) are basically sensitive recvs. TS-587/U (no ant. accessories) somewhat modified as an RFI Meter, OK as rcvr, 15-400 mhz, $195. FERRIS #52A, 35-900 mhz, w/cables & book, $175. #326 is later model, $275. NAVY OFI, 15-171/2 mhz, OHC, with book, $75. MORE PROFESSIONAL setups to $400.00 or 28 all tech. data.

STODDARD

RFI
RAK:

Converter
Shipping wt. 16 Ibs. 57.50 factory exc., used checked OK
driftless receiver,
SENSITIVITY: 1.1 uv at 38.3 mhz, 0.9 at 133 mhz, 5 at ma

A.R.C.

R22:

BARGAINS

R-390/URR
A.R C R32: 108.132 mhz rcvr 32.50

Bargain

Rcvr: Collins xtl-zero-beating, grtd perfect. . .

PP-215U: Metered. Knob-adjustable 90-270 v up to 80 ma dc; also selects an 8 mhz, 1.3 v 5a, or 12.6 v 2 1/2 A or 28 v 2 1/2 A. With mating output plug & all tech. data. Shop. wt. 50 lbs. 19.50

BARGAINS WITH ABOVE WILL POWER:
LM-111 Freq. Meter: .125-20 MHz, 0.1%, CW or AM, with serial-matched calib. book, tech. data, mating plug. 5.50
Ship wt. 16 lbs. 19.50
Same, less calib. book. 27.50
A.R.C. R22: 540-1600 khz rcvr w/tuning graph 17.95
A.R.C R32: 108-312 mhz rcvr 32.50

If you don’t see it here, ask for it!
But don’t ask for a general catalog . . . we believe that is nonsense in surplus . . . we get new things in almost every day! WE ARE BUY! So tell us what you have, condition, and your asking price!

R. E. GOODHEART CO. INC.
Box 1220-RR, Beverly Hills, Calif. 90213
Phone: Area Code 213, Office 272-5707

VARACTORS and VVC’S
for Amateur Radio Service in Voltage Controlled Oscillators, AFC, remote tuning, variable filters . . . try the NEW WAY to TUNE.

write for data sheets
EASTRON CORP.
25 Locust St., Haverhill, MA 01831

IC’S

MRTL MC 790 P
$1.90 each
10 for $18.00
µL 914
.55 each
10 for $5.00

100 KHZ FREQ. STD. CRYSTAL HC 13/U $4.00

PLEASE ADD POSTAGE

LOGIC COMPONENTS
BOX 224
NEW CANAAN, CONN. 06840

10-0-10 ua DC mtr. 3¼” rd. SIMPSON. BRAND NEW.
4/33.50 each $3.50

NICKEL-Cadmium Batteries
24v DC 34 amp-hour, 19 cells, nylon cased, 12½” wide. 1½” high. + ¾” for vent & terminals; in steel case, 10½” x 9¼” x 10” high. Extremely excellent used, really like new. Has 9 v tap; and includes heating element with control for temperature regulation.

IMPORTANT NOTICE: individual cells cannot be removed; cells have been drained and discharged. Shipping weight 100 lbs. Please advise shipping instructions. each $75.00 7.8v DC in case ¼” dia. 4” long. BRAND NEW.
6/32.50 each $3.50

2.6v DC in case ¼” dia. 1¼” long. BRAND NEW.
5/6.10 each $1.75

Fancy Dress-Up Knobs
Black plastic, 1¼” dia. 1½” long. Aluminum facing. Diameter milled. With one insert & set screw. Fits ½” shaft. BEAUTIFUL. BRAND NEW.
50/11.50 10/$2.50
12 to 200 pf, 200v spaced, variable capacitor. 1” wide, ¾” high, .05” deep; with 3/16” shaft, ½” long. Single ball bearing shaft. 10/$2.50 4/$1.10 each 29c

APX-6, TRANSPONDER ideal for UHF Transceiver and “MOON-BOUNCE” 700 to 1400 MC, transceiver. Internally complete, except for all tubes, including 3 cavity assembly, with 18½” high—stalled. Very excel. used. 40 lbs. each $12.50
88 mhz. toroids. Two 22 mhry. toroids, all for $5.00

All prices are NET, FOB store Chicago. PLEASE include sufficient for postage, any excess returned with order.

INSUFFICIENT POSTAGE is getting TOO EXPENSIVE.

B C Electronics
5696 North Ridge Avenue
Chicago, Illinois 60626

. . . . Hours . . .
Wednesday 11:00 AM to 2:30 PM
Saturday 10:00 AM to 2:30 PM
Other Times, Strictly by
Previous Appointment Only
. . . . Phones . . .
312-334-4463, no answer please call 312-784-4426

MAILING ADDRESS FOR ALL ORDERS, INQUIRIES AND CORRESPONDENCE: c/o Ben Cohn, 1249 W. Rose-Gate Ave., Chicago, Illinois 60626.

BARRY ELECTRONICS
512 BROADWAY • NEW YORK, N. Y. 10012
212 - WA 5-7000

BARRY PAYS CASH FAST

You can be sure with Barry . . .
Fair dealing since 1938

Send lists of your unused TUBES, Receivers, Semi-Conductors, Vac. Variables, Test Equipment, etc.

No Quantity too Small.
No Quantity too Large.

Write or Call now . . . BARRY, W2LNI
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Many thousands of you have become very familiar with the various Radio Society of Great Britain books and handbooks, but very few of you are familiar with their excellent magazine, *Radio Communication*.

This is the oldest and most widely read British amateur radio magazine. Published monthly it provides complete coverage including such popular features as: Technical Topics, a monthly survey of the latest ideas and circuits, Four Meters and Down, a rundown of the latest in VHF and UHF and much more.

It includes numerous technical and construction articles in addition to a complete rundown on the month's events in amateur radio. Surely a most interesting addition to your amateur radio activities.

We can now offer this fine magazine to you along with the other advantages of membership in the RSGB (such as use of their outgoing QSL Bureau) for only $6.00 a year.
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antennas and transmission lines

All-band antenna portable
(HN) p. 66, June
Antenna dimension
(HN) p. 66, June
Antenna impedance transformer for receivers
(HN) p. 70, Jan.
Antenna mast, build your own tilt-over
W6KRT p. 42, Feb.
Short Circuit p. 76, Sept.
Antenna systems for 80 and 40 meters
K6Ka p. 55, Feb.
Antenna tuner for optimum power transfer
W2WLR p. 28, May
Beam antenna, improved triangular shaped
W6DL p. 20, May
Beam for ten meters, economical
W1FPF p. 54, March
Bridge for antenna measurements, simple
W2CTK p. 34, Sept.
Coax connectors, repairing broken
(HN) p. 66, June
Coaxial transmission lines, underground
W6FCH p. 38, May
Couplers, random-length antenna
W2EYE p. 32, Jan.
Cubical quad antenna design parameters
K6OPZ p. 55, Aug.
Cubical-quad antennas, unusual
W1DTY p. 6, May
Dual-band antennas, compact
W6SAI p. 18, March

audio

Distortion and splatter
K5LLI p. 44, Dec.
Filter, simple audio
W4NVK p. 44, Oct.
Filter for cw, tunable audio
WA1JSM p. 34, Aug.
Filter, tunable peak-notch audio
Schultz p. 22, March
Filter, variable bandpass audio
Jordan p. 36, April
Filter-frequency translator for cw reception, integrated audio
W2EYE p. 24, June
Oscillator-monitor, solid-state audio
WA1JSM p. 48, Sept.
Speech amplifiers, curing distortion
Speech processor, logarithmic
WA3FIY p. 38, Jan.
Speech processor for ssb, simple
K6PHT p. 22, April
Transceiver selectivity, improved
(HN) p. 74, Oct.

**commercial equipment**

Collins 75A-4 receiver, improving overload
response in
W6ZO p. 42, April
Short circuit p. 76, Sept.
Elmac chirp and drift
(HN) p. 68, June
Galaxy feedback
(HN) p. 71, Jan.
Heath HG-10B vfo, independent keying of
(HN) p. 67, Sept.
Heath HW-17A, perking up
(HN) p. 70, Aug.
Heath SB-100, using an outboard receiver with
the
(HN) p. 68, Feb.
Heath SB-400 and SB-401, improving alc
response in
(HN) p. 71, Jan.
Knight-kit two-meter transceiver
W1DTY p. 62, June
Motorola voice commander, improving
W0DKU p. 70, Oct.

**construction techniques**

Bnc connectors, mounting
(HN) p. 70, Jan.
Coax connectors, repairing broken
(HN) p. 66, June
Ferrite beads
Heat sinks, homemade
(HN) p. 69, Sept.
Linear amplifier, homebrew five-band
W7LV p. 30, March
Mobile mount bracket
(HN) p. 70, Feb.
Modular converter, 144-MHz
W6UOV p. 64, Oct.
Parasitic suppressor
(HN) p. 80, April
Printed-circuit labels
(HN) p. 76, Oct.
Printed circuits without printing
W4ZG p. 62, Nov.
Rack construction, a new approach
K1EU p. 36, March
Rectifier terminal strip
(HN) p. 80, April
Soldering tip
(HN) p. 68, Feb.
Uhf hardware
(HN) p. 76, Oct.
Workbench, electronic
W1EZT p. 50, Oct.

**fm and repeaters**

Continuous tuning for fm converters
(HN) p. 54, Dec.

**fm deviation meter**
(HN) p. 58, Dec.

**measurements and test equipment**

Bridge for antenna measurements, simple
W2CTK p. 34, Sept.
Bridge, rf noise
WB2EGZ p. 18, Dec.
Counter, compact frequency
K4EEU p. 16, July
Short circuit
W2EGZ p. 72, Dec.
Capacitance meter, direct-reading
ZL2AUJE p. 46, April
Counter gating sources
W6K p. 48, Nov.
Counters: a solution to the readout problem

WBOGOZ

p. 66, Jan.

Dummy load and rf wattmeter, low-power

W20LU

p. 56, April

Frequency scaler, divide-by-ten

K4EEU

p. 26, Aug.

Frequency-shift meter, RTTY

VK3ZNV

p. 53, June

Grid-dip oscillator, solid-state conversion of

W6AJZ

p. 20, June

Harmonic generator

(HN)

p. 76, Oct.

Impedance bridge

(HN)

p. 67, Feb.

Regenerative detectors and a wideband amplifier

W8YFB

p. 61, March

Rf signal generator, solid-state

VE5FP

p. 42, July

Small-signal source for 144 and 432 MHz, stable

K6JC

p. 58, March

Sweep generator, how to use

Allen

p. 60, April

Swr bridge and power meter integrated

W6DOB

p. 40, May

Swr meter

W6VSV

p. 6, Oct.

Transistor and diode tester

ZL2AMJ

p. 65, Nov.

Wavemeter, indicating

W6NIF


miscellaneous technical

Amplitude modulation, different approach to

WA5SNZ

p. 50, Feb.

Clock, 24-hour digital

K4ALS

p. 51, April

Short circuit

p. 76, Sept.

Computer-aided circuit analysis

K1ORV

p. 30, Aug.

Counter dials, electronic

K6KA

p. 44, Sept.

Counter gating sources

K6KA

p. 48, Nov.

Cw transceiver operation with transmit-receive offset

W1DAX

p. 56, Sept.

Double-balanced modulator, broadband

WA6NCT

p. 8, March

Earth currents

(HN)

p. 80, April

Ferrit beads

W5JJ

p. 48, Oct.

Frequency multipliers, transistor

W6AJF

p. 49, June

Ground plow

W1E2T

p. 64, May

Isotropic source and practical antennas

K6FD

p. 32, May

Laser communications

W4KAE

p. 28, Nov.

LED experiments

W4KAE

p. 6, June

Lunar-path nomograph

WA6NCT

p. 28, Oct.

Magazines, use your

E. L. Foster

p. 52, Jan.

Neutralizing small-signal amplifiers

WA4WDK

p. 40, Sept.

Oscillators, cure for cranky

(HN)

p. 55, Dec.

Parasitic oscillations in high-power transistor rf amplifiers

W9KGI

p. 54, Sept.

Phase-shift networks, design criteria for

G3Nrw

p. 34, June

Power supplies, survey of solid-state

W6Gxn

p. 25, Feb.

Power supply, operational

WA2IKL

p. 8, April

Proportional temperature control for crystal ovens

VE5FP

p. 44, Jan.

Protective material, plastic

(HN)

p. 58, Dec.

Reactance problems, nomograph for

W6NIF

p. 51, Sept.

Reflected power, reflections on some

VE3AAZ

p. 44, May

Relays, surplus

(HN)

p. 70, July

Resistors, frequency sensitive

(HN)

p. 54, Dec.

Rf power-detecting devices

K6JYO

p. 28, June

Rf power transistors, how to use

WA7KRE

p. 8, Jan.

Slow-scan television pictures, computer processing

W4UMF

p. 30, July

Smith chart, how to use

W1DTY

p. 16, Nov.

Tank circuit, inductively-tuned high-frequency

W6SAI

p. 6, July

Thermometer, electronic

VK3ZNV

p. 30, April

Thriotors, introduction to

WA7KRE

p. 54, Oct.

Tuning with ssb gear

W0KD

p. 40, Oct.

Vhf tank circuits, design of

K7UNL

p. 56, Nov.

Vxo design, practical

K6BJ

p. 22, Aug.

Warning lights, increasing reliability of

W3NK

p. 40, Feb.

power supplies

Ic regulated power supply

W2FBW

p. 50, Nov.

Ic regulated power supply

W9SEK

p. 51, Dec.

Mobile power supplies, troubleshooting

Allen

p. 56, June

Mobile power supply

(HN)

p. 79, April
Mobile supply, low-cost (HN) p. 69, July
Operational power supply WA2IKL p. 8, April
Power supply protection for your solid-state circuits W5JJ p. 36, Jan.
Protection for solid-state power supplies (HN) p. 66, Sept.
Scr-regulated power supplies W4GCC p. 52, July
Survey of solid-state power supplies W6GXN p. 25, Feb.
Short circuit p. 76, Sept.

receivers and converters

Antenna impedance transformer for receivers (HN) p. 70, Jan.
Audio filter, simple W4NVK p. 44, Oct.
Audio filter for cw, tunable WA1JSM p. 34, Aug.
Audio filter, tunable peak-notch Schultz p. 22, March
Audio filter, variable bandpass Jordan p. 36, April
Audio filter-frequency translator for cw reception W2EEY p. 24, June
BC-1206 for 7 MHz, converted W4FIN p. 30, Oct.
Cw transceiver operation with transmit-receive offset W1DAX p. 56, Sept.
Fet converter for 10 to 40 meters, second-generation VE3GFN p. 28, Jan.
Short circuit p. 79, June
Fm receiver, modular (HN) p. 71, Jan.
Frequency spotter, general coverage W5JJ p. 36, Nov.
HW-17A, perking up (HN) p. 70, Aug.
Intelligibility of communications receivers, improving W4GPP p. 53, Aug.
Interdigital preamplifier and combline bandpass filter for vhf and uhf W5KHT p. 6, Aug.
Interference, rf W1DTY p. 12, Dec.
Oscillators, repairing Allen p. 69, March
Outboard receiver with the SB-100, using an (HN) p. 68, Feb.
Overload response in the Collins 75A-4 receiver, improving W6ZQ p. 42, April
Short circuit p. 76, Sept.
Phase-shift networks, design criteria G3NRW p. 34, June
Preselector, general-coverage (HN) p. 75, Oct.
Radio-direction finder W6JTT p. 38, March
Receiver, simple wvw (HN) p. 68, July
Short circuit p. 72, Dec.
Receiver, simple wvw (HN) p. 55, Dec.
Receiver, versatile solid-state W1PLJ p. 10, July
Regenerative detectors and a wideband amplifier for experimenters W8YFB p. 61, March
Replay, instant (HN) p. 67, Feb.
Rf and i-f amplifiers, troubleshooting Allen p. 50, Aug.
Six-meter converter, improved K1BQT p. 58, March
Small-signal source for 144 and 432 MHz K6JC p. 16, Oct.
Ssb minituner K1BQT p. 48, Dec.
Superregenerative receiver, improved JA1BH G p. 74, Oct.
Transceiver selectivity, improved (HN) p. 71, Aug.
144-MHz converter (HN) p. 71, Aug.
144-MHz converter, modular W6UOV p. 64, Oct.
160-meter receiver, simple W6FPO p. 44, Nov.
432-MHz converter, low-noise K6JC p. 34, Oct.
1296-MHz converter, solid-state VK4ZT p. 6, Nov.

RTTY

Frequency-shift meter, RTTY VK3ZNV p. 53, June
Short circuit p. 72, Dec.
Precise tuning with ssb gear W9KD p. 38, Nov.
Synchrophase RTTY reception W6FOO p. 29, Dec.
Teleprinters, new look in W6JTT p. 38, July

semiconductors

Avalanche transistor circuits W4NVK p. 22, Dec.
Converted BC-1206 for 7 MHz W4FIN p. 30, Oct.
Frequency multipliers, transistor W6AJF p. 49, June
Grid-dip oscillator, solid-state conversion of W6AJZ p. 20, June
Neutralizing small-signal amplifiers
WA4WDK  p. 40, Sept.
Parasitic oscillations in high-power
transistor rf amplifiers
W0KGI  p. 54, Sept.
Relay, transistor replaces
(HN)  p. 70, Feb.
RF power detecting devices
K6JYO  p. 28, June
Rf power transistors, how to use
WA7KRE  p. 8, Jan.
Surplus transistors, identifying
W2FPP  p. 38, Dec.
Transistor and diode tester
ZL2AMJ  p. 65, Nov.
Transistor testing
Allen  p. 62, July
Thyristors, introduction to
WA7KRE  p. 54, Oct.
Vxo design, practical
K6BJJ  p. 22, Aug.

single sideband

Balanced modulator, integrated-circuit
K7QWR  p. 6, Sept.
Double-balanced modulator, broadband
WA6NCT  p. 8, March
Linear amplifier, homebrew five-band
W71V  p. 30, March
Minutuner, ssb
K1BQT  p. 16, Oct.
Phase-shift networks, design criteria for
G3NRW  p. 34, June
Precise tuning with ssb gear
Speech processor for ssb
K6PHT  p. 22, April
Speech processor, logarithmic
WA3FIY  p. 38, Jan.
Ssb generator, 9-MHz
W9KIT  p. 6, Dec.
Vhf, uhf transverters, input source for
(HN)  p. 69, Sept.
144-MHz linear, 2kW
W6UOV, W6ZO, K6DC  p. 26, April
144-MHz low-drive kilowatt linear
W6HHN  p. 26, July
432 MHz rf power amplifier
K6JC  p. 40, April
432-MHz ssb converter
K6JC  p. 48, Jan.
Short circuit  p. 79, June

transmitters and power amplifiers

Amplitude modulation, a different approach
WA5SNZ  p. 50, Feb.
Coaxial-line resonators
(HN)  p. 82, April
Linear amplifier, five-band
W71V  p. 30, March
Oscillators, repairing
Allen  p. 69, March
Parasitic suppressor
(HN)  p. 80, April
Power attenuator, all-band 10-dB
K1CCL  p. 68, April
RF power transistors, how to use
WA7KRE  p. 8, Jan.
Swr alarm circuits
W2EYY  p. 73, April
Tank circuit, inductively-tuned high-frequency
W6SAI  p. 6, July
Temperature alarms for high-power amplifiers
W2EYY  p. 48, July
Transmitter, low-power
Vfo for solid-state transmitters
W3QBO  p. 36, Aug.
Vxo design, practical
K6BJJ  p. 22, Aug.
50/144-MHz multimode transmitter
K2ISP  p. 28, Sept.
144-MHz low-drive kilowatt linear
W6HHN  p. 26, July
144-MHz low-power solid-state transmitter
K6VQY  p. 52, March
144-MHz phase-modulated transmitter
W6AFJ  p. 18, Feb.
144-MHz two-kilowatt linear
W6UOV, W6Zo, K6DC  p. 26, April
44- and 432- stripline amplifier/tripler
K2R1W  p. 6, Feb.
432-MHz rf power amplifier
K6JC  p. 40, April
432-MHz ssb converter
K6JC  p. 48, Jan.
Short circuit  p. 79, June
1296-MHz power amplifier
W2COH, W2CCY, W2OJ, W1IMUp. 43, March

troubleshooting

Mobile power supplies, troubleshooting
Allen  p. 56, June
Oscillators, repairing
Allen  p. 69, March
Rf and i-f amplifiers, troubleshooting
Allen  p. 60, Sept.
Speech amplifiers, curing distortion
Sweep generator, how to use
Allen  p. 60, April
Transistor testing
Allen  p. 62, July

vhf and microwave

Band change from six to two meters, quick
K6VQY  p. 64, Feb.
Coaxial-line resonators
(HN)  p. 82, April
Interdigital preamplifier and combline
bandpass filter for vhf and uhf
W6KHT  p. 6, Aug.
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Frequency multipliers, transistor
W6AJF p. 49, June
Harmonic generator
(HN) p. 76, Oct.
Impedance bridge
(HN) p. 67, Feb.
Lunar-path nomograph
WA6NCT p. 28, Oct.
Microwave hybrids and couplers for amateur use
W2CTK p. 57, July
Short circuits p. 72, Dec.
Proportional temperature control for crystal ovens
VE5FP p. 44, Jan.
Rf power-detecting devices
K6JYO p. 28, June
Ssb input source for vhf, uhf transverters
(HN) p. 69, Sept.
Swr meter
W6VSV p. 6, Oct.
Tank circuits, design of vhf
K7UNL p. 56, Nov.
Uhf hardware
(HN) p. 76, Oct.
Vxo design, practical
K6BIJ p. 22, Aug.
50-MHz mobile antenna
(HN) p. 77, Oct.
50/144-MHz multimode transmitter
K2ISP p. 28, Sept.
144-MHz converter
(HN) p. 71, Aug.
144-MHz fm receiver
W9SEK p. 22, Sept.
144-MHz low-drive kilowatt linear
W6HNN p. 26, July
144-MHz moonbounce antenna
K6HCP p. 52, May
144-MHz phase-modulated transmitter
W6AJF p. 18, Feb.
144-MHz two-kilowatt linear
W6UOV, W6ZO, K6DC p. 26, April
144- and 432-MHz small-signal source
K6JC p. 58, March
144- and 432-MHz stripline amplifier/tripler
K2RIW p. 6, Feb.
432-MHz rf power amplifier
K6JC p. 40, April
432-MHz ssb converter
K6JC p. 48, Jan.
Short circuit p. 79, June
432-MHz converter, low-noise
K6JC p. 34, Oct.
1296-MHz converter, solid state
VK4ZT p. 6, Nov.
1296-MHz power amplifier
W2COH, W2CCY, W2OJ, W1MU p. 43, March
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The suitcase Yaesu.

Next time you hit the road, take the world with you. That means taking the FT-101 with you. The solid-state portable rig that fits in a suitcase. 260 W PEP, 180 W CW and 80 W AM maximum input power, 0.3 microvolts receiving sensitivity for 10 db signal-to-noise ratio...in a thirty-pound package that even includes built-in 12 VDC and 117 VAC power supplies.

Whether you're cruising a turnpike or weekending in a mountain cabin, all you need is 12 VDC, or 117 VAC and an antenna to work the world via any band from 80 meters through 10 meters.

10 FET's, 3 IC's, 31 silicon transistors, and 38 silicon diodes and computer-type plug-in modules make it all happen. Add to that a built-in VOX, 25 KHz and 100 KHz calibrators, the WWV 10 MHz band, a high Q permeability tuned RF stage, and a ±5 KHz clarifier. These considerations mean home base type operation no matter how far you are away from home.

For in-car operation, there's a built-in noise blanker — to pick out noise spikes, leaving behind only clean signal copy.

About those plug-in modules — if one of them ever should give you trouble, just send it in to us and we'll rush you a new card by return mail. The Yaesu FT-101 is guaranteed fully for one year.

Want to get away from it all? Get away with the FT-101. And keep the world in a suitcase. Only $499.95.¹

VAC power supplies.

Whether you're cruising a turnpike or weekending in a mountain cabin, all you need is 12 VDC, or 117 VAC and an antenna to work the world via any band from 80 meters through 10 meters.

10 FET's, 3 IC's, 31 silicon transistors, and 38 silicon diodes and computer-type plug-in modules make it all happen. Add to that a built-in VOX, 25 KHz and 100 KHz calibrators, the WWV 10 MHz band, a high Q permeability tuned RF stage, and a ±5 KHz clarifier. These considerations mean home base type operation no matter how far you are away from home.

For in-car operation, there's a built-in noise blanker — to pick out noise spikes, leaving behind only clean signal copy.

About those plug-in modules — if one of them ever should give you trouble, just send it in to us and we'll rush you a new card by return mail. The Yaesu FT-101 is guaranteed fully for one year.

Want to get away from it all? Get away with the FT-101. And keep the world in a suitcase. Only $499.95.¹

SPECTRONICS WEST
1491 E. 28th, Signal Hill, Ca. 90806 / Phone: (213) 426-2593

SPECTRONICS EAST
Box 1457, Stow, Ohio 4424 / Telephone: (216) 923-4567

☐ Please send new color catalog of all Yaesu products.
☐ Enclosed find $ __________________________

Please send model(s) _________________________

Name: __________________________

Address: _____________________________

City: __________________ State: _______ Zip: _______

All prices F.O.B. Signal Hill, Ca.

*Suitcase not included
Now you don't have to pay twice the price to get twice the rig.

Picture this pair in your shack. The Yaesu FLdx 400 transmitter and the FRdx 400 receiver. Loaded with power. Loaded with features. Loaded with value. Read on, and discover how you can have the most up-to-date receiver-transmitter rig in the world... and at an unbelievably low price.

The FRdx 400 Receiver
Get a big ear on the world with complete amateur band coverage from 160 meters through 2 meters, including WWV and CB reception. Four mechanical filters do it—they provide CW, SSB, AM and FM selectivity. Separate AM-SSB-FM detectors are included, along with squelch and transmit monitor controls. Plus a noise limiter and a variable delay AGC. And a built-in notch filter with front panel adjust for notch depth.

The FRdx includes calibration markers at 100 KHz and 25 KHz, with accurate calibrator checks verified by WWV. A solid-state FET VFO for unshakable stability. And a direct-reading 1 KHz dial affords frequency read-out to less than 200 Hertz.

The FRdx 400 sells for $359.95.

The FLdx 400 Transmitter
Here's how to set yourself up with dual receive, transceive or split VFO operation. The FLdx 400 with its companion receiver brings you the ultimate in operational flexibility. Flexibility like frequency spotting, VOX, break-in CW, SSB, AM and even an optional FSK circuit.

The completely self-contained FLdx 400 features a built-in power supply, fully adjustable VOX, a mechanical SSB filter, metered ALC, IC and PO. A completely solid-state FET VFO provides rock-solid frequency stability.

We rate the FLdx 400 very conservatively. That rating guarantees you 240 W PEP input SSB, 120 W CW and 75 W AM. The FSK option will go all day at a continuous 75 W. And you get full frequency coverage on all amateur bands—80 meters through 10 meters—with an optional provision for certain other bands that you can personally specify. For all that, you pay just $299.95.

FL2000 B Linear Amplifier.
Ideal companion to the Series 400, this hand-crafted linear is another example of Yaesu's unbeatable combination of high quality and low cost. Designed to operate at 1500 watts PEP SSB and 1000 watts CW, this unit provides superb regulation—achieved by a filter system with 28 UF effective capacity.

Other features include dual cooling fans (one for each tube), individual tuned input coils on each band for maximum efficiency and low distortion, and a final amplifier of the grounded grid type using two rugged carbon-plate 572 B tubes. Ready to operate at only $299.95.

SPECTRONICS WEST
1941 E. 28th, Signal Hill, Ca. 90806 / Phone: (213) 426-2593

SPECTRONICS EAST
Box 1457, Stow, Ohio 4424 / Telephone: (216) 923-4567

Please send new color catalog of all Yaesu products.
Enclosed find $__________________________

Please send model(s) ____________________________

Name ____________________________
Address ____________________________
City ____________________________ State _______ Zip _______

All prices F.O.B. Signal Hill, Ca.
The Yaesu FTdx 560
is a great rig,
but it's no bargain.

At $450, it's a steal.

Considering all the FTdx
560 offers, you might think its
$450 price tag was for a kit.
But it isn't.

You get a powerful, air-
ready station. A handsome,
completely hand-crafted
transceiver that's fully guar-
anteed for one year.

You'll have maximum input
of 560 watts PEP in the SSB
mode or 500 watts CW. And
except for speaker, mike and
antenna, you'll have nothing
else to buy. Power supply, WWV,
calibrators, VOX, warranty and
all the other items you usually have
to pay extra for are included.

One more point: About 90% of
the amateur stations in the Orient are
Yaesu; in Europe, it runs about 80%.
They're good. It is quite likely Yaesu
is the best transceiver made anywhere in
the world.

Send for our free information packet
that tells the Yaesu story and gives you
facts, specifications and schematics for
the FTdx 560. The radio you can steal.

[SPECTRONICS WEST
1491 E. 28th, Signal Hill, Ca. 90806 / Phone: (213) 426-2593

SPECTRONICS EAST
Box 1457, Stow, Ohio 4424 / Telephone: (216) 923-4567]
Six meters is rapidly becoming one of the most interesting bands to operate. Sporadic E openings occur over all parts of the country making excellent contacts possible from Coast to Coast and intermediate paths. The outstanding performance of our 250C and its 240 watts of P.E.P., are opening up greater activity and DX in the VHF spectrum. See our Swan 250C...it will put you in another world.

$450

**SWAN 250C**
SSB-CW AM Transceiver
for 6 Meters

In other words,
hook up a Swan Mark 6B
Linear Amp to our 250C
6 meter transceiver...
(or any other 6 meter xcvr)
and you’re on 6 meters
with 2000 watts of
very tough muscle.

$395

Matching Power Supply
$265

**SWAN ELECTRONICS**
305 Airport Road
Oceanside, California 92054

A Subsidiary of Cubic Corporation